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Abstract 

The multistep direct reaction theory of Feshbach, Kerman and Koonin (1980) is described in detail and compared with 
other theories. The results of several analyses of experimental cross-sections are described, and the validity and usefulness 
of the theory assessed. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years evidence has accumulated for the emission of particles from nuclear reactions 
after the first interaction but before the attainment of statistical equilibrium. Experimentally, these 
'we-equilibrium' reactions are characterised by pronounced high-energy tails in the energy distri- 
bution of emitted particles, and by smooth, forward-peaked angular distributions. Griffin (1966) 
suggested that these reactions take place in a series of stages corresponding to the interaction of the 
projectile with nucleons in the nucleus, and that each of these interactions can lead to the excitation 
of a particle-hole pair. He formulated a simple exciton model of emission from each of these stages, 
and obtained good agreement with the energy distribution of the emitted particles. Subsequently 
the exciton model was extensively developed, and many reviews have been published (Blann, 1975; 
Gruppelaar et al., 1986; Gadioli and Hodgson, 1992). 

A fully quantum mechanical theory of pre-equilibrium reactions was formulated by Feshbach 
(1973, 1977), Feshbach, Kerman and Koonin (FKK) (1980). This theory considers a chain of 
nuclear interactions initiated by the incident particle, and identifies two types of processes, the 
multistep direct and the multistep compound. In a statistical multistep direct emission (MSD) 
reaction at least one particle is in a continuum energy state, whereas in the statistical multistep 
compound emission (MSC) all the excited nucleons remain bound. At low energies multistep 
reactions take place mainly by the MSC process, and as the energy increases the MSD process 
becomes increasingly important and eventually dominates. 

The multistep direct reaction theory is based on the physical picture of a fast incident particle in 
the continuum that creates new particle-hole, pairs on its way through the nucleus. This leading 
particle usually leaves the nucleus after a few interactions (steps) which implies that upon emission 
it retains some memory of the incident energy and direction. For the quantum-mechanical 
formulation of this process it is necessary to distinguish between intermediate states in which all 
particles are bound and those in which at least one particle is in the continuum. Formally, these 
states can be described by the projection operators P and Q acting on the total wavefunction 7 ~, 
with P + Q = 1. This divides the multistep process into two physically different types of reaction: 
the multistep direct reactions can be described by the propagation through the states P ~u and the 
multistep compound reactions by propagation through the states Q 7 j. The division into these two 
reaction types is shown in Fig. 1, where the various stages of increasing complexity are depicted. 
Decay from the Q-chain can take place via neighbouring P-states; propagation through the 
Q-chain eventually leads to a fully equilibrated excited compound nucleus which then decays 
statistically in accord with the Hauser-Feshbach compound reaction theory. The relative fluxes 
passing down the P and the Q-chain depend strongly on the incident energy. At low energies the 
Q-chain is important, giving symmetric compound angular distributions. This multistep com- 
pound emission has been reviewed by Bonetti et al. (1991). As the energy increases the P-chain 
interactions become increasingly important until finally they dominate the reaction process giving 
forward-peaked multistep angular distributions, and high-energy tails in the emission spectra. 

Several different theories have been proposed to account for MSD reactions. The F K K  theory has 
become the one most widely applied to the analysis of experimental data. Currently, a variety of 
computer programs is available that carry out calculations according to the FKK MSD formalism. 

The first of these studies were made by Avaldi et al. (1980) and by Bonetti et al. (1981), who 
calculated the cross-sections of several (p, n) reactions from 25 to 45 MeV. On the whole the theory 
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Fig. 1. Partit ion of Hilbert space into subspaces of increasing complexity indicated by the subscript. The P-chain refers 
to MSD reactions, and the Q-chain to MSC reactions. 

gave a good overall fit to the experimental data, and showed the contributions of each step 
in the chain of interactions to the measured cross-section. At these energies the leading particle 
is in the continuum and the theory gives correctly the absolute values of the cross-sections 
and their variations with energy and angle for ~8Ca, 9°Zr, 12°Sn and 2°*pb. Subsequently, 
the calculations were extended to include the analyzing powers (Bonetti et al., 1982), and 
qualitative agreement was obtained with the experimental data of Sakai et al. (1980) for 58Ni(p, p') 
at 65 MeV. 

The quality of the fits to the data obtained in these MSD calculations is notably poorer for lower 
incident energies, and this was attributed to MSC emission. The theory was accordingly extended 
to enable the contribution of such processes to be evaluated, and calculations by Bonetti et al. 
(1980, 1982, 1983, 1984) showed that it is able to give the cross-sections at lower energies. Taken 
together, the MSC and MSD theories give a good overall account of the pre-equilibrium cross- 
sections and analyzing powers in the energy range from 10 to 50 MeV with consistent values of the 
two-body residual interaction (Bonetti and Colombo, 1983). 

In the following years the FKK multistep direct formalism was used by many authors (Holler 
et al., 1985; Trabandt et al., 1988, 1989; Marcinkowski et al., 1989; Scobel et al., 1990; Cowley et al., 
1991; Richter et al., 1992; Stamer et al., 1993: Koning and Akkermans, 1993a) to analyse a wide 
range of (p, n), (n, n') and (p, p') reactions. On the whole, good overall agreement is found between 
the calculation and the experimental data, with consistent values of the parameters. This leads to 
the conclusion that the FKK multistep direct formalism is now established as a valid and reliable 
way of analyzing experimental reaction cross-sections for nucleons from 20 to up to at least 
250 MeV. 

There have, however, been several other theories of the MSD reaction process based on 
postulates quite different from those used in the FKK theory. One of these has been developed by 
Tamura et al. (1977a, b, 1981, 1982) and by Lenske et al. (1983) and Udagawa et al. (1979, 1980, 
1982, 1983) as an extension into the continuum of the direct reaction formalism which they have 
been applying for many years to analyse reactions to discrete final states. This theory (TUL) was 
successful in fitting the experimental data on proton inelastic scattering by 27A1 and 2°9Bi at 
62 MeV, although its complexity makes it difficult to extend to processes with many steps. Tsai and 
Bertsch (1978) pointed out that the earlier version of this theory failed to give the absolute values of 
the cross-sections, but Tamura and Udagawa (1978) showed that this can be achieved by taking 
into account the effects of ground state correlations and the transfer of large angular momenta. 
Subsequently the TUL theory was extended to (p, ~) reactions using the triton pickup model and 
also to heavy ion reactions. 
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Yet another quantum-mechanical theory of MSD reactions has been developed by Nishioka, 
Weidenmiiller and Yoshida (NWY) (1988). However, this theory has not been extensively com- 
pared with experimental data (Koning and Akkermans, 1993). Finally there is the semi-classical 
exciton model which is still widely used in practice. Although it is a simple model, its statistical 
assumptions are related to the ones made in the quantum-mechanical theories (Akkermans and 
Koning, 1990). 

There has been considerable discussion of the scope and validity of these theories. One 
important issue has become known as the Z-~ problem. It was pointed out by Kawai and 
independently by Udagawa et al. (1983) that the derivation of the FKK theory by Feshbach et al. 
(1980) gives expressions for the cross-sections in terms of non-DWBA matrix elements of the form 
( ~ + I I V I X I +)), whereas the FKK paper itself gives formulae containing standard DWBA matrix 
elements of the form (X~-)I VI Zt+~). The latter result has, moreover, been used in all computa- 
tional studies based on the FKK formalism. Furthermore, the use of non-DWBA matrix elements 
leads to poor fits to the experimental data. 

This problem was studied by Feshbach (1985a, b, 1986a, b, 1992) who realised that the energy- 
averaging had been incorrectly carried out by FKK, and that when it is done correctly it has the 
effect of transforming the non-DWBA matrix elements into DWBA matrix elements. However, 
because of the intricate details of the mathematics involved, it is still too early to say that the X-2 
problem has been satisfactorily settled, and it is extensively discussed in the present review. 

A second important issue is the relationship between various different MSD theories, and this 
has been extensively debated. The problem was clarified by Koning and Akkermans (1991, 1993) 
who derived in a clear and concise way, using certain statistical postulates, the theory of Feshbach, 
Kerman and Koonin, that of Tamura Udagawa and Lenske and that of Nishioka, Weidenm/iller 
and Yoshida. They distinguished between two different statistical postulates, one being the random 
configuration mixing of the residual states and another the randomness of the DWBA matrix 
elements. Koning and Akkermans then showed that the TUL and NWY theories result from using 
only the first postulate, whereas the FKK theory also requires the second postulate. Therefore, 
since they are based on quite different statistical assumptions, it is not justified to consider the F K K  
theory as a simplification of the TUL theory as was done by Udagawa et al. (1983). This is briefly 
reviewed in the present paper. 

This review is devoted to the F K K  multistep direct theory. In Section 2 the formalism of the 
theory is described and in Section 3 it is used to analyse a range of experimental data. Section 
4 gives some conclusions. 

The FKK multistep compound theory has already been summarised by Bonetti et al. (1991) and we 
take this opportunity to correct and discuss some formulae in an Appendix by Dr. M.B. Chadwick. 

2. The muitistep direct theory 

2.1. The FKK multistep direct formula 

Using the separation into a P- and a Q-chain and by combining direct reaction concepts with 
a statistical description of the nuclear levels, Feshbach et al. (1980) arrived at an appealing result for 
multistep direct emission in the continuum. The F K K  cross-section can be written as an incoherent 
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sum of a one-step term and multistep terms. Furthermore,  each multistep term can be written as 
a convolution of one-step cross sections. The original formula of Feshbach et al. (1980) reads as 
follows (using a notation which is consistent with the rest of this review): 

dZa(k, ko ) & d2o -~n) (k, k0 ) 
d f l d U  - , = ~  )-" d t2dU (2.1t 

where the one-step cross-section is given by 

dZo'(1)(k, k0) 2r~m 
-- p ( k ) p l p l h ( U 1 ) l M l . o ( k l , k o ) [  z (2.2) 

dr21 dUl h2ko 

and the n-step cross-section is given by 

dZa(n)(k, ko) {" dkl dk, d Z w i , , , ( k ,  k , , }  

dt2dU = J ( 2 ~  3 "" (27t) 3 dg2dU 

d2wn,n l ( k . . k , ,  l }  d2w2,1(k2, kl)dZ~7~l~(kl,ko} 
× .-. {2.3! 

dr2, dU,, dQ2 dU2 dr21 dUi 

Here, w is the transition probability from the ( n -  l)th to the nth stage, whereby the particle 
momentum changes from k,_ 1 to k,: 

d2w" ' " - l ( k " ' k " - l ) - -2~2p(k , )p lp lh (U ,  j lM, , ,  (k, , .k,  1)12 i2.4) 
dt2, dU, . -1 • . 

where Plelh(U,) is the level density of the residual nucleus at the {stage-dependent) excitation 
energy U,. M,. ,_  1 is a DWBA matrix element for the transition from the (n - I)th stage to the nth 
stage and the state density of the continuum leading particle is 

p( k,) = mk,/(  2rt ) 3 h 2 . [2.5) 

As we will show now, the F K K  equations (2.1) -(2.4} can be written in an equivalent and more 
compact form (Koning and Akkermans,  1993) by expressing them in terms of energy solid angle 
variables instead of the momentum k. This form is more suitable for numerical calculations and 
will also be the end result of the derivation that we present hereafter. 

Eq.(2.2) illustrates that the one-step cross-section for the continuum can be written as the 
product of an averaged matrix element and the level density. Using the expression for the DWBA 
cross-section 

do-(k, k0) DWBA m 2 k 
- [m(k ,  ko)f 2 , {2.6} 

dQ (2rCh2) 2 k 0 

and Eq. (2.5), we see that upon decomposition into different transferred angular momenta  J, 
Eq. (2,2) becomes 

d2°'(1)(k' k°)  ~ ~ ] 
d r / d O  __SPlplh,JtU) d~( ko) DW,A (2.7) 

J J 

where Plplh..I is the level density per angular momentum and the quantity between brackets is an 
averaged DWBA cross-section per angular momentum. 
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In order to see how the multistep cross-section can be rewritten, we consider the two-step term of 
Eq. (2.3): 

d2atZ)(k, ko) _ ~.dkl d2w2,1(k, kl) dZatl)(kl, ko) (2.8) 
df2dU J(2lt) 3 df2dU d[21 dU1 

Inserting Eqs. (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5) in this equation yields 

d2at2)(k, ko) m 3 k f 
df2dU - 2(2rQ6h6ko .dklklplPlh(U)lM2'l(k'kl)12plplh(U1) 

x IMl,o(kl,ko)l 2 . (2.9) 

Decomposition into J and using the expression for the DWBA cross-section (2.6) twice gives 

d2trt2)(k, ko) h 2 f fda(k ~-- kl)IDWBA 
d[2dU - 2(2r02m ~ dkl klPlpah'j2(U) l -d-~ _jj2 

J I , J2  

Next, we choose a representation in terms of the intermediate leading particle energy Ekl and 
intermediate solid angle g21, by means of the relations 

h2k~ d k l =  d[21 dEk, h3 (2.11) Ek~---- 2m ' 

Then the two-step cross-section (2.10) can be written as follows: 

d2at2'(Ek,[2 ~ Ego,~2o)_ m fd[21 fdEk, Ek, d2Cr'l'(Ek'O *-- Ek,,O1) 
d[2 dE, 4• 2 h 2 J J dQ dEk 

dEtrtl)(Ekl, QI ~-- Eko, [2o) 
× (2.12) 

d[21 dEk~ 

For the higher steps, an analogous procedure is followed. The n-step cross-section is 

d2at"),Ek, O~--Eko, OO) f m ~ " - l f d f 2 , _ , f d E k . , E k . x . . . f d [ 2 ,  fdEk, 
d[2dEk = \ ~  f 

d2atl)(Ek, t2 ~ Ek. 1,f2,-1) d2atX)(Ek~,[21 *-- Eko,[2o) 
x Ekl df2dEk "'" d[21 dEk~ 

(2.13) 

Collecting these results, we have for the total FKK cross-section for (multistep) direct processes 

d2a(Ek, [2 ~- Ego, [20) = ~ dZcr~")(Ek, [2 *-- Eko,[2o) 
(2.14) 

d [2 dEk n ~= 1 d [2 dEk 
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The first step cross-section reads 

d2~(1)(E,,(2 *-- E,,,,'J0) X" , , I--d~r(E,,Q *-- E,o,'2o)] ')w'A 
d Q d E ,  = /...plrl,,..AEa,,- Ek) [  -d-Q ] ,  

+ 

, l  

and the n-step (n > 1) cross-section can be written in the following recursive way: 

dZa(")(Ek,Q ~ Eko, Qo) 
dQdEk 

12.15) 

, , , f ;  
47r2h2 dr2, 1 dEk,,,Ek,,, 

d2a(l)(Ek, Q +- Ek,, , ,£2 ,  1) d2a(" ll(Ek,, ,.O,,- I *-- E~,,,Qo) 
X 

df2dEk d~2,, j dEk,, , 

12.16) 

The most conspicuous feature of the convolution structure of the FKK model is that the n-step 
cross-section can be expressed in terms of the result of the previous stage and is therefore easy to 
calculate. Basically, only first order DWBA cross-sections and lplh level densities are required as 
input for the calculation of the multistep cross section. 

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the derivation of the FKK equations (2.14)-12.16). 

2.2. The cross-section distribution 

In this section, an expression will be derived for the multistep direct cross-section distribution 
that is representative of the reaction process beJbre any statistical hypothesis has been introduced. 
For simplicity, we confine ourselves to nucleon-induced inelastic scattering. We follow the notation 
of Koning and Akkermans (1991 ). 

Consider a system of a nucleon incident on a target nucleus consisting of (A - 1) nucleons. The 
Hamiltonian for this system is 

H = H o + H1 + K(A)  + Uopt(A) + ~/. (2.17) 

Here, the shell-model Hamiltonian H0 of the residual nucleus is 

A 1 

H o =  ~ [ K ( i ) +  U ( i ) ] .  12.181 
i = 1  

where K is the kinetic energy and U is the shell-model potential. The residual interaction of the 
residual nucleus H1 is 

A 1 A - I  

H1 = 2 v(i,j)-- ~. U(i) ,  12.19) 
i < j  i-- 1 

where v is the mutual  interaction between the nucleons. The relative motion of the leading particle 
(labelled by A) in the mean field of the residual nucleus is described by the leading-particle 
Hamiltonian K ( A ) +  U,,p,(A), where Uovt is the optical potential. Finally, the perturbative term 

A - 1  

V =  ~ v( i ,A)--  Uop,(A) (2.20) 
i = 1  
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represents the residual interaction of the leading particle, which is assumed to be a two-body 
operator. 

The states of the target nucleus In) (with eigenenergies E,) are eigenstates of Ho + H~: 

(Ho + H~) ln)  = E, l n ) .  (2.21) 

The shell-model Hamiltonian Ho generates a complete set of particle-hole eigenstates Im/~) 

n o l m # )  = Emu I m/~), (2.22) 

where m determines the exciton class (mpmh-states), p is an index for the particular particle-hole 
configuration within a class and Emu is the energy of the particle-hole state. 

The presence of the residual interaction H1 causes configuration mixing and this is represented 
by the expansion of In)  as a linear combination of particle-hole states 

In ) = ~ a~,u I m#) . (2.23) 
m/t  

Thus, each particle-hole state Imp) is distributed over the real states In) and the strength of each 
contribution is determined by the distribution amplitude a~,u. 

The dynamics of the leading particle is described by distorted waves Z. Since the optical potential 
is complex, these distorted waves Z do not form a complete set of states by themselves and have to 
be supplemented by the bi-orthogonally conjugated functions 2 (Satchler, 1983). We have the 
eigenvalue equations 

[Ek -- K -- Uop,] I Z(+)(k)) = 0 ,  

EEk - g - Uo*ot] 12(+~(k)) -- 0 ,  (2.24) 

where Ek is the relative kinetic energy and the ( + )  designates the outgoing solution. These 
distorted waves satisfy the orthonormality and completeness relations 

f dk 2(+) (Z(+)(k)l 2(+)(k')) = (2x)36(k - k ' ) ,  ~ IzC+)(k)) ( (k)l = 1 . (2.25) 

We will discuss these distorted waves more extensively in Section 2.3, where we discuss the 
operation (i.e. energy averaging) that is necessary to bring the FKK cross-section into a DWBA 
form. 

It is now possible to construct anti-symmetrized direct products of the residual nuclear states 
and the distorted waves and use them as a complete set of intermediate states in the multistep 
process. In this way, the transition amplitude for going from the initial state [0)IZ (+)(ko)) to the 
final state t f ) I Z ( - ) ( k ) )  can be given by the Born series 

T I .  o = ( Z ( - ) ( k ) I ( f I V  + VGV + VGVGV + ... IO)l;(+~(ko)) 

~ ~r(i) (2.26) 
= l f ~  0 , 

i = 1  

where 

dk ,  [n ) l z (+) (k l ) ) (2 (+) (k l ) [ (n[  
G = ~ ,  J(2--~3 E Z - ~ , - E k , + i e  

(2.27) 
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In particular, the two-step transition amplitude reads 

T(2) f dk l Z(_ Z( 1 I~o=~ (~( ' ( k ) l ( f l V I n ) l  + ' (k l l )  g _  g, ' g k l + i t  ~ 

"~ x (~I+l (k l ) l (n lV lO) i z I+) (ko) )  . (2.28) 

Although we here employ the distorted wave Born approximation, we note that the derivation can 
be generalised so as to deal with the case of strong interactions, as shown by Feshbach et al. (1980). 

Multistep direct reactions are defined as multistage processes that propagate through the open 
intermediate configurations only. Therefore, we define the multistep direct Born series by Eq. (2.26) 
with the integral over the absolute value of kl running from k~, the absolute value of the 
momen tum that corresponds to the binding energy, to ,c. This defines the P-space. If the energy of 
the leading particle lies below the binding energy, it is no longer distinguishable and the present 
description will lose its validity. For  these bound configurations one will have to adopt the 
multistep compound reaction formalism. 

Now that we have established the perturbation expansion of the transition amplitude, we can 
define the cross-section distribution 

d20.dis /7,12 k 

df2dEk - (2rth2) 2 k~ 2 l T f ~  012 6(Ey - U ) ,  (2.29) y 

where U is the residual excitation energy. This formula reduces to the cross-section formula for 
discrete transitions when it is integrated over a small energy region around one particular state. 
Here, however, we have introduced it for the purpose of averaging over many continuum states. 
The cross-section distribution may be visualized as a kind of book-keeping detector that moves 
along the level scheme of the residual nucleus, recording each time an eigenstate is encountered. 

Inserting Eq. (2.26) into Eq. (2.29) yields 

d2o -dis m 2 k T ( i )  12 

df2dEk-(2r th2)2  ko~l~ i  , f ~ o  I ~(E r U) 
f " 

m 2 k w(i) 
- (2g h 2 )2 ~ ~ I - I  ~ o I 2 6(E c -- U } + cross-terms 

k0 i • f 

m 2 k d 2 o  -(i)'' 

= (2rth2) 2 ko ~ dr2 d E ~  + cross-terms , (2.30) 

which illustrates the decomposition into one-step (i = 1), multistep (i > 1) and interference terms. 
We can now take the first term of Eq. (2.26) and use the linear combination (2.23) to obtain for 

the one-step cross-section distribution 

d2o -(1)~'* m 2 k T(1) 

df2dEk - (2/rh2) 2 k 0 2 ] - , t ~  o 1 2 6 ( E c -  U) 
f 

m 2 k 

- ( 2 r c h 2 ) 2 k o E ~ a y , , a { , ( Z ( * ) ( k o ) ] ( O  I f  , V) l f f ) ] Z  ( ) ( k ) )  

x f Z  ( ) (k ) l ( I /~ IV)O)]7 , (+) (ko) )6(Ei  - U) .  (2.31) 
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Observe that the two-body nature of V implies that only l p l h  states can be created in a one-step 
process. In other words, the more complex particle-hole terms of the linear combination (2.23) are 
not included in the one-step cross-section. 

With Eq. (2.28), a similar expansion for the two-step cross-section distribution can be obtained 

d 2 0  -(2P~" m 2 k ]2 __ 

d~dEk-(2rch2)Z ko~lT(~)~o 6(E: U) 
f 

m 2 k f dk'l f Ok, 
(2 h2) 2 k, Of  nn '# la '  

1 
x (X(+)(k'~)l(n'IVlf) Ix(-l(k))> (X(-)(k)l (flVln)Iz(+)(k~)) 

E - E., - E k l  - -  ie 

1 
xalu E . -  E~, + ie (21+l(k ' ) l ( lplVlO)lZ~+)(k°)) f i (EI  U). (2.32) 

In the following it will be shown how, by means of energy averaging and a statistical assumption, 
Eqs. (2.31) and (2.32) can be turned into the FKK one-step cross-section and two-step cross- 
section, respectively. 

2.3. Non-normal D WBA matrix elements and energy averaging 

At this point in the derivation, we come to an issue that has received much attention during the 
last decade. The philosophy behind the FKK model is clear: starting from the framework of 
distorted wave theory one comes to an expression for the cross section in the continuum [i.e. 
Eq. (2.32)], that still contains all interference terms and complicated multistep processes, with 
a deterministic coupling (with intermediate states and Green functions) of the initial state with the 
final state. The obvious strategy is to invoke (statistical) approximations so that the non-diagonal 
terms of Eq. (2.32) will cancel and that the (squared) two-step matrix elements can be decoupled 
into two (squared) one-step matrix elements. In this way, one would end up with a continuum 
two-step cross-section that is the product of two one-step cross-sections, as in Eq. (2.12). 

However, there is one major obstacle to overcome before we can arrive at this conceptually 
appealing result. Decoupling the two-step terms of Eq. (2.32) into two one-step terms yields 
a normal DWBA matrix element 

(X<-)(k) I ... IZ(+)(kl)) (2.33) 

and a non-normal DWBA matrix element 

(~(+)(k~) I ." Ig(+>(ko)), (2.34) 

whereas the product of two one-step cross-sections, see Eq. (2.12), consists of two squared normal 
DWBA matrix elements only. The non-normal DWBA matrix element (2.34) differs from Eq. (2.33) 
in two respects. Firstly, the final distorted wave of Eq.(2.34) is an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian 
with the complex conjugated optical potential (which is designated by the hat symbol). Secondly, it 
has a different boundary condition. This suggests that, apart from statistical assumptions, an 
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additional operation is required to obtain the convolution-type cross section. Whether or not this 
is allowed has been subject to much debate in the literature. Feshbach (1985) has argued that an 
additional energy average should be performed heJore any statistical hypothesis can be applied. 
Then, upon this energy averaging, we obtain 

(Z(+~)c ~ 2  ( ~ {2.35) 

i.e. the outgoing distorted wave is converted into an energy-averaged incoming distorted wave and 
Eq. (2.34) is transformed into a normal DWBA matrix element, which solves the problem. This 
replacement only applies to the interaction region. As emphasized by Feshbach, this operation is, 
apart from being merely convenient because of the obtained result, essential because interference 
effects that normally cancel out in the single-channel case would give rise to anomalous behaviour 
of the cont inuum cross section if statistical assumptions are carried out before the extra energy 
averaging. 

In this section, an exposition will be presented of the arguments that lead to Eq. (2.35). 

2.3.1. Distorted waves and S-matrix  elements 
First, we look in more detail at the mathematics of the distorted waves that were already 

introduced in Eq. (2.24). The set of distorted waves obey the eigenvalue equations 

[ E  k -  K - -  U o p t ] Z l + l ( k )  = 0 , 

[E~ -- K Uo*p,] 2 (+ ' (k )=  0 ,  

[Ek-K-Uo*p , ]X ( ) ( k ) = 0 ,  

[ E k - K - -  Uop,]2 ( ) ( k ) = 0 ,  

and the or thonormali ty  and completeness relations are 

f d k  I 21 ~ 7 ( ± ~ ( k ) 1 2 ( ± ~ ( k ' ) ) = ( 2 ~ i 3 6 ( k - k ' ) ,  (2~)31Z ± ' (k ) )<  + ' ( k ) l =  I .  

(2.36) 

The ( + ) designates the outgoing solution and the ( - ) the incoming solution. For convenience, we 
have omitted the r-dependence of the distorted waves. The complete solution of Eqs. (2.36) can be 
obtained by adding the homogeneous solution q5 and by specifying the appropriate boundary 
conditions. Then, with the Lippmann Schwinger technique, we obtain 

Z(+~(k)  = c/>(kt + 
1 

E - K - Uop, + ic ~op~'e~"p 

1 
[Jop ,  if){ k ) . 

E -- K U,*,p, + i;, 

1 
go*~,cp(k), 

E K ic - -  - ~ o p ,  - 

1 
E - -  K - Uopt - ic Uopt~(kt . 

2(+~(k l  = ¢o(k t  + 

z ( ~ ( k )  = Co(k) + 

2 ( - ~ ( k )  = 4 ) ( k )  + 

(2.38) 

12.37) 
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These distorted waves have asymptotically the form 

eikr 
lim Zt+)(k) .,~ e ik'r + f ( k ) - - ,  
r--* cx3 1" 

ikr  

lim 2t+)(k) ~ e ik'r + f ( k )  e 
r ~  O0 

lim X~-)(k) .-~ eik' + f * (  - k ) - -  
r ---* O(3 

e - ikr  

r 

e -  ikr  

r 
lim 2(-I(k) ~ e ik'" + f *  ( - k )  - -  

r---* oo 

(2.39) 

where f is  the scattering amplitude. Note that ~t +) and )(-) satisfy the same eigenvalue equation but 
obey different boundary conditions. 

In order to write the transition amplitude (2.28) in terms of two DWBA matrix elements, we 
relate i + to Z- with the help of the completeness relation (2.37) 

~" dk' 
( ~ ( + ) ( k )  I = j (ZTz) 3 (~t+~(k)[ ~¢-)(k')) (Zt-)(k ') l .  (2.40) 

Inserting this into Eq. (2.28) yields 

= _ _ - - - - = _ - - - = V  f dk, ~" dk'l 1 T}2~o ~, J(2rc)3J(2rc)3 ( Z ~ - ) ( k ) l ( f l V I n ) l x ~ + ) ( k x ) )  E - E. Ek, + ie 

× (2¢+~(kl)12{-)(k'~)) ()(-)(k'~)l (nl  VI 0) I)(+)(ko)). (2.41) 

Similarly, the two-step cross-section distribution (2.32) becomes 

d 2 o  "(2)"~ m 2 k [2  _ 

dg2dEk- (2nh2)2ko~ lT t f2~o  6(Ef  U) 
f 

dk'l ~ Ok1 ~ dx'x ~dK1 
_ m 2 k } - ' , Z 2 ~  ~ j(2=)3 j(2rt) 3 j(2n) a 

( 2 ~ h 2 )  2 0 y n n' u u' 

1 
(z(+)(ko)l (Ol rl × K'I) ) / "  ' ""'" ' ' -"z~-)ttq)lz~+)tk'l))aqu'E-E,,-Ekl-ie, 

1 
x (Z~+)(k'~)l(n'l V I f ) I z ( - ) ( k ) )  (Z~-~(k) I ( f l  Vln ) [ z t+) (k l ) )  

E -  E . -  Ekl + ie 

xaqu(2(+)(k~)12{-)(K~))(Z(-)(~Cl)[(lpl  V lO) l z {+) (ko ) ) f (Ey  - U) .  (2.42) 

Hence, by means of a simple operation the two-step process can be expressed in terms of two 
one-step matrix elements that are both of the normal DWBA type, at the expense of introducing an 
extra factor. 

This extra factor is usually defined as the S-matrix. More specifically, 

S(k', k):= (Xl-~(k')l Z~+)(k)). (2.43) 
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Similarly, for the complex conjugated distorted waves we define 

S(k', k ) : =  (2~+~(k')l 2 ~ ) lk))  . (2.44) 

It is now easy to derive the relation between the two scattering matrices. With Eq. (2.37), we obtain 

( 2 r r ) 3 c ~ ( k - k ' ) =  (Z I ~(k)12 ~ ){k')) 

f dk" 
: , z   tk't> 

t 
= J (v~)3 S(k, k")S(k",k' l .  (2.45) 

Hence, in the case of a potential with a non-vanishing imaginary part, the two scattering matrices 
are related by 

S(k',  k) = S - l(k,  k ' ) .  (2.46) 

This relation is analogous to the s tandard relation S * =  S-1 that holds in the case of a real 
potential. Indeed, in the limit of a hermitian Hamiltonian,  ,S--+ S* and the normal  unitarity 
condit ion S* = S ~ is recovered {Feshbach, 19851. 

F rom Eqs. (2.44) and (2.46) it follows that the transition ampli tude (2.41) can be written as 

T!2 , = ~  ( ' dk ,  ~" dk'l l 
~ 0  ~ J ~ j ( 2 ~ ) 3 ( z '  ' ( k ) l ( f lV ln )[Z '+ ' (k l ) )gZE, - - - -E[ i+]; i  

×S l(k'l,kl)(Z~ ~(k' l) l(ntV[O)lzl*)(ko)),  (2.47t 

and similarly the cross-section distribution (2.42) as 

d 2 o  -~2) .... m 2 k IT} 2t o]2(5{Et U) 
dQdE~ - ( 2 / t h 2 )  2 k 0 2 , -  f 

m 2 ¢ [ dk ' l  ( d k ,  (d~-', i d a  L 
ko ~ ~ ,,zT, ~ r VY'x2 V J(2rc) 3 J(2rc) 3 J(2r~) 3 )(2rt)  3 ( 2 ~ - 2 ) 2  f ,, , , 

1 
×<Z~+'(ko)l<OlVlllt'>lz ~ ~(~,-', )> S 1.( n h-"l , k¢l )l 2 ( + '{ k'l }) a 1,1' F 7 7  E£ I ~ Ek i __ j;[: 

1 
× (Z ~+'(k'l)l (n ' l  VI . f ) IZ ~ ' (k) )  (Z ~ ' (k ) l (  11 Wit,> IZ'+'t;,, )i> F: ~3E,,-2--~2k[ ~ ii: 

xa~,S  l ( a ' l , k l ) (Z~  I(I,1)1 ( l l l  I V t 0 ) I Z ( + } ( k o ) ) ( j ( E ; -  U (2.481 

Because the S-matrix elements are quite small in the case of strong absorption,  the S ~ factor can 
produce marked  resonance behaviour in two-step processes. This anomalous  behaviour of the 
two-step transition ampli tude was first observed by Robson (1973). Moreover,  the enhancement  
occurs at every subsequent  step, eventually leading to a divergent per turbat ion series. 
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2.3.2. The  apparent  S - m a t r i x  s ingulari ty  
Austern and Vincent (1974) have pointed out that for the case of a single channel the apparent 

S-  1_singularity discovered by Robson is just an artifact of the representation. To illustrate this, we 
turn to a partial-wave expansion of ;(+): 

1 
;(+)(k) = ~ ~ ( 2 L  + 1)iL)(+)(k)PL(COS 0 ) ,  (2.49) 

L 

where Z~L +) now satisfies the radial Schr6dinger equation. The partial distorted waves have 
asymptotically the form 

Zk+)(k ) - .  1_ [ e_ik  r _ S L ( k ) e i k , ]  ' (2.50) 
r 

which defines the partial scattering matrix SL. 
It can now be demonstrated that the general result (2.46) also holds in the partial-wave 

representation. To this end, we replace k by - k  in Eq. (2.50), giving 

X(L +)( --  k)  ~ 1 [eik" _ SL( --  k ) e - i k , ]  
Y 

1 
= - [  - -SL(  --k)]  [e -ik~ -- SL 1( _ k)eik,].  (2.51) 

r 

Since the radial Schr6dinger equation depends only on k 2, Z(L+)(k) and ;(L+)(--k) have the same 
dependence on r so that 

SL(k)  = S L ' ( - - k ) .  (2.52) 

The partial scattering matrix SL is defined by the asymptotic condition for 2(-): 

2(L_)(k) ~ 1 [eik r _ ~L(k)e_~k,]  . (2.53) 
r 

Then, comparison with Eq. (2.51) shows that 

SL(k) = S L ( - k ) ,  (2.54) 

so that 

SL(k )  = SL l ( k ) .  (2.55) 

To complete the similar relations for the other functions, it can be deduced that 

Z(L-)(k) = X(L÷)*(-k) 

--l[e-ikr -- SL( - - k ) e  ikr] 
r 

1 
= - [  - - S L (  - - k ) ]  [eik" -- S / l (  - k ) e  - ik ' ]  

r 

1 
= - [ - SL( -- k)] [e ik~ -- S L ( k ) e  -ik,] 

1" 
(2.56) 
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and 

;~+)(k)= ~l I* ZL ( - k )  

--+ 1- [elk" -- ,if,.( - -k)e  
r 

ik~] 

1 

r 

1 
= - [  -.S,.( - k J ]  [e ,k~ ~L(k)e,k~]. 

t" 
(2.57) 

To summarise ,  we have the following asymptot ic  condi t ions  for the partial distorted waves: 

(+), , ,  1 (e ikr St(k)e ik~) 
p 

^ ( +  1 
Z1~ l(k) --+ 

Y 

( e i k ,  __ SL l ( k ) e i k r )  

( I (elk,- iJ,~) ZL I(k) ~ SL(k)e 
Y 

(2.58) 

-t t (k)_._l(eik , . _SL• l (k )e  ik~). ZL 
Y 

and finally we find 

.~+t 1 ( e  ik~ l eik~) /L  (k) ~ -  - SL (k~ 
Y 

1 
- S L l(k)(eikr SL(k)e i~r) (2.59) 

r 

- -  S L l ( k ) Z ~ _ ' ( k )  . 

Hence, in the partial  wave expansion we can, ana logous  to Eq. (2.47). replace 2~L ~ ' by Z~L ~. but then 
we also in t roduce an addi t ional  factor that  is the reciprocal of SL. 

Given these relations, it can now be shown that  the S S-singularity in the t ransi t ion ampl i tude  is 
only  apparen t  (Austern and Vincent, 1974: Feshbach,  1992) and that  there is no undesirable 
enhancement  of the mult is tep ampli tude.  To see this. consider the s-wave componen t  of the radial 
dis tor ted waves Green function G(r, r') for a single channel.  For  r and r' outside the interact ion 
range 

") ~'* [e ikr _ So(k)eikr][e i k r "  So(k)eikr "] 
(-~outside (r, r') = - dk 
--L=O X J~) So(k)lE h2k2/2m + b:) 

"~ | ~  eik~-r'~ + e ik~r-r'~ _ So(k)eik(~+r'~ So L(k)e ik~*~'~ 
-- " dk 12.60) 

x Jo E o- hZk2/2m + b: 
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The last term can be handled by changing the integration variable from k to - k  and using 
Eq. (2.52). Then, 

f o  eik(r+r') f~  eik(r+r) 
dk So(k)(E - hZk2 /2m + ie) = o~ dk So( - k ) ( E  - hZkZ/2m + ie) 

f ~  S°(k)eik('+~') 
= dk E - hZkZ/2m + ie (2.61) 

This can be combined with the third term of Eq. (2.60) to yield 

I ~  eik(r-r')+ e-iktr-r')f~ S ° ( k ) e i k ( r + r ' ) l  
¢,.~outside (r, r') = _ 2  dk - dk (2.62) 
vL= o rt E -- h 2 k2 /2m  + ie E -- h 2 k 2 / 2 m  -Fie ' 

which is no longer divergent. The first term is clearly convergent and also the second one can be 
readily evaluated by closing the integration contour in the upper half complex k-plane. The only 
additional requirement is that So(k) has appropriate behaviour for Ikl---, ~ .  The conclusion is that 
for the single channel case, there is no creativity problem related to the regenerative optical 
potential. 

2.3.3. S-matrix poles for a regenerative Hamiltonian 
The foregoing immediately implies that great care is required with the analysis of the many- 

channel case. It is imperative that the effects of the S-1-factor are properly eliminated before 
statistical assumptions with respect to the continuum of levels are invoked. Otherwise, the phase 
relations among the different partial wave components, which would normally cancel each other 
for a single channel, are neglected and an unphysical enhancement of the multistep terms will occur. 

To elucidate the energy averaging procedure that has been suggested by Feshbach (1985) to solve 
this problem, it is instructive to investigate the properties of the S-matrix poles, in the complex 
k-plane, in the presence of an imaginary potential (Joffily, 1973; Gal et al., 1981; Cassing and 
Stingl, 1982). 

First consider a purely real potential, see Fig. 2. Poles of the S-matrix may occur on the positive 
imaginary k-axis. These are the bound state poles (open circles) corresponding to a negative energy. 
On the negative imaginary k-axis there may exist virtual state poles (full circles). Finally, possible 
resonance poles (crosses) are symmetrically placed with respect to the negative imaginary k-axis. 

Upon a gradual introduction of an absorptive potential (see Fig. 3), the bound state poles rotate 
counterclockwise into the second quadrant, the resonance poles of the fourth quadrant move away 
(clockwise rotation) from the positive real k-axis whereas their mirror poles in the third quadrant 
move towards the negative real k-axis. For a sufficiently strong absorption, some poles may end up 
in the second quadrant of the complex k-plane. The nature of the latter poles becomes clear if we 
look at the asymptotic wavefunction (Joffily, 1973) for values of k = kl + ik2 that correspond to 
zeros of SL(k), i.e. to poles of SL(--k)  

1 ( [  1t lim OL(r,t)~ 2~r  PL(cosO)(2L + 1)exp -- i k lr  + (k~ - k~) 2~ t 
r " *  O0  

-- t exp(kEr). (2.63) m 
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Fig. 2. Poles of the S-matrix in the complex k-plane for a real potential. The bound state poles, virtual state poles and 
resonance poles are designated by open circles, full circles and crosses, respectively. 

Fig. 3. Motion of poles of the S-matrix in the complex k-plane for an absorptive potential. The bound state poles, virtual 
state poles and resonance poles are designated by open circles, full circles and crosses, respectively. 

link 
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X X X X X 
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r 

Fig. 4. Motion of poles of the S-matrix in the complex k-plane for a regenerative potential. The bound state poles, virtual 
state poles and resonance poles are designated by open circles, full circles and crosses, respectively. 

With this equation it can be seen that the poles that moved into the second quadrant correspond to 
an incoming wavefunction exponentially decaying in time. These wavefunctions are called bound 
states in the continuum. 

The distorted waves ~( +~, however, are eigenfunctions of a regenerative Hamiltonian, and upon 
introduction of a regenerative optical potential, the poles of the S-matrix of the lower k-plane move 
counterclockwise, as shown in Fig. 4. This time, for a sufficiently strong regenerative potential the 
poles can move into the first quadrant. Consulting Eq. (2.63) again tells us that the corresponding 
wavefunctions are of an outgoing wave nature and grow exponentially in time. Hence, the causality 
condition that S-matrix poles cannot occur in the first quadrant seems to be violated in the 
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presence of a regenerative optical potential. It leads to the strange phenomenon  that  particle flux is 
being created by the scattering centre. 

The presence of these scattering resonances suggests that  one must  energy average ~t+) in order 
to get an appropriate  optical model  wavefunction and optical model  Hamil tonian.  The wavefunc- 
tion ~<+) is the elastic channel componen t  of the total wavefunction 7 j satisfying 

H t 7 j = E ~ ,  (2.64) 

where H* is the regenerative Hamil tonian,  which is energy-averaged over the fluctuations due to 
the non-elastic channels. It operates in the subspace that  contains only open channels, and these 
are isolated by the projection operator  P 

P 7  j = ~ .  (2.65) 

The remaining channels are projected by the operator  Q = 1 - P. This gives the familiar equations 

(E * ^<+) - HPP)Z = H*eQ(Q!P)' (2.66) 

( E -  H~Q)Q~ = H~p~ ~+' 

and hence 

(E -- H,*)~<+) = 0 ,  (2.67) 

where the effective regenerative Hamil tonian is 

1 
H t (2.68) 

u.' = u 'p + n 'Q E -  

The first term connects directly the initial and final states and the second term represents the virtual 
excitations of states in the c o m p o u n d  nucleus and the coupling to non-elastic channels and is 
responsible for the energy fluctuations of ~+). 

The S-matrix poles in the E-plane show a behaviour similar to those in the k-plane. However, 
since the mapping  of k to E is two-to-one, SL(E) is a function on a two-sheeted Riemann surface. 
The upper  half of the k-plane (Im k > 0) corresponds to the physical sheet and the lower half 
(Im k < 0) corresponds to the second sheet. To preserve analyticity, a cut must  be put along the real 
E-axis from 0 to ~ .  The resonance zero of the S-matrix in the fourth quadrant  close to the real 
k-axis (as in Fig. 3) becomes a zero on the second sheet of the E-plane, close to the physical region, 
at E = ER -- iF~2. 

In the present context, we are primarily concerned with resonances that  are associated with 
eigenvalues of the reoenerative Hamil tonian H~Q. As can be inferred from Fig. 5, some of these 
poles are in the first quadrant  of the physical sheet of the E-plane and this time the corresponding 
eigenvalues have a positive imaginary part, i.e. 

iFv 
Ev + - -  (2.69) 

2 

These poles correspond to resonances in ~<+) with widths (F~* -- F~), where F~* is the escape width 
and F~ is the total width. 
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Fig. 5. Resonance poles of the S-matrix in the complex E-plane la) before energy averaging and (bt after energy 
averaging. 

We note that 2~+~ has the formal solution 

1 
2 ~ + ' = ~ b + E _ H .  t + i e  V24 .  (2.70) 

Analogous to the derivation of the optical model (Feshbach, 1962; Feshbach et al. 1967: Austern, 
1970) one should now energy average Q 7,, and hence also the effective regenerative Hamiltonian 
(2.68). It is assumed that the bound states on the first quadrant  of the physical sheet of the E-plane, 
which are localized in the interaction region, make the most significant contribution to the 
propagator  1/(E - Hr,). Hence, we replace the propagator  by its spectral sum over the bound states 
only 

1 _ S" 1~") ( ~ [  (2.71) 
E -- H~ ~ E - E,, + (i/2) (f,! -- F,,)' 

where the Cv are the bound-state wavefunctions. These wavefunctions decay exponentially so there 
is no need to retain the is to specify the incoming or outgoing boundary  condition. 

The corresponding resonance poles of the S-matrix in the E-plane are depicted in Fig. 5(a). In 
this figure, we have restricted ourselves to the poles that are relevant in the present context. These 
do not only include the poles that are in the first quadrant  of the physical sheet but also the poles in 
the fourth quadrant  of the second sheet that happen to be close to the real E-axis. 

2.3.4. Energy averaging 
The crucial step in the derivation is to perform an energy average over an energy interval I/2. 

Then, referring to the well-known re la t ionf(E)  = f ( E  + iI), the width F,, is increased by I and for 
the energy-averaged propagator  we have 

E H~ E E - H .  t = , E - - E , . + ( i / 2 ) ( F , !  - - F v - - l )  
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Fig. 6. (a) Cauchy contour for integral representation of the energy-averaged propagator, (b) deformation of the contour 
to the real E-axis. 

The averaging interval I is chosen so that for all the poles that contribute significantly to the 
cross-section, F~ r - Fv - I is negative for all v. This has the effect of moving all poles into the first 
quadrant,  see Fig. 6(b). 

Also, in first approximation we have for the wavefunction ()~t÷))E 

- -  E 

(2.73) 
1 

where it is assumed that (~ and V. t are weakly energy dependent. 
By choosing I large enough, we have attained that the imaginary part of the denominator of 

Eq. (2.72) is n~egative, which already indicates the obtained incoming boundary condition upon the 
energy averaging. To complete the analysis and returning to the continuum representation, we 
write the energy-average propagator as a contour integral enclosing the poles 

1 1 (" dz 
E - /~ ,*  - 2hi ~ ( E  -- z)(z - ~ t ) "  (2.74) 

This integral yields the obtained result (2.72) provided the energy E is outside the contour,  see 
Fig. 6(a). To evaluate this integral we deform the contour so that it runs along the real E-axis and is 
completed by a semi-circle at infinity, see Fig. 6(b). The requirement that the energy E must be 
outside the contour  means that it must lie below the real E-axis, i.e. E --, E - i~. This yields for the 
propagator 

E - H J  ~ E - H t , - i e  ' 
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and for Eq. (2.73) 

-..+ .~(-) 

E - /7 ,*  - ir 

{2.76) 

where the bar over the wavefunction denotes the energy average. For the absorptive potential, the 
poles are in the fourth quadrant  of the E-plane, and for the energy average of Z (+~ we find that 
E --. E + ie, i.e. it approaches the real E-axis from above. Thus 

1 
(z +I)E = 0 + E - / 7 .  + if: V.4  

2 l+l . (2.77t 

The inverse S-matrix elements of Eq. (2.42) can now be eliminated, because with Eq. [2.76) we 
have 

= (2r l : )aa(k l  - -  h-l) , (2.78) 

and hence, we obtain for the two-step cross-section distribution 

d2~r(2P" 2mS k - - , ,  ~ f f f f df2dEk-(2rt)ShaO k o ~ ~  dr2', dr21 dEk', E1/2,,, dEk, Ell21,, 
f ' u' 

1 
× (~+~(Eko, O o ) [ ( O l V [ l p ' ) l - ~ - I  ' , Z (E<, O 1 ) ) a ] u ,  E - E n, - E~I - is: 

× <2(+)(Ek,, O~)r <n'l VI,f>12(-~(Ek, f2)> <Z(-)(Ek, f2)l ( f l  Zln>12~+l(Ek,, ~c21 )> 

1 
n (Z ( -  )(Ekl, ff21)[ ( l~] V[O) f ~,(+ ~(Ek,,, (2o) ) 6(E s 

×aa~ E - -  E, -- Ek, + ie 
U) .  

(2.79) 

Obviously, the extra energy average as suggested by Feshbach has resulted in a two-step expression 
consisting entirely of normal DWBA matrix elements. 

2.4. Statistics 

So far, all quantum interference effects of the residual nuclear states and the leading particle have 
been retained in the cross-section formulae. It is clear that these expressions for cont inuum 
reactions are highly complicated and that it is virtually impossible to perform individual cross- 
section calculations in regions with a high level density. It is therefore inevitable that statistical 
assumptions are introduced in order to remove interference effects so that a relatively simple 
expression for the energy-averaged cross-section is obtained. It has been stressed by Koning and 
Akkermans (1991) that there are two different types of statistics, each originating from a different 
part of the total Hamiltonian (2.17). 
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Fig. 7. Leading-particle statistics: many states can be created in a random manner by the leading particle from a given 
state. 

If randomness is assigned to the residual interaction of the residual nucleus HI,  we speak of 
residual-system statistics. Formally this type of statistics is expressed by means of random config- 
uration mixing, i.e. the distribution amplitudes a~,, of the linear combination (2.23) are assumed to 
be random 

a~,,u,a~,uf(E, -- Ex) = 6=,,,6~, u, ~ la~,u12 6(E.  - Ex) . (2.80) 
n n 

Residual-system statistics is a feature of the residual nucleus alone and has nothing to do with 
interaction of the incident particle with the residual nucleus. It lies at the basis of the multistep 
direct theories of Tamura et al. (1982) (TUL) and of Nishioka et al. (1988) (NWY). In this review we 
will not be concerned with these models. 

The type ~ statistics which is of particular interest to the F K K  model is called leadino-particle 
statistics. Random properties are assigned to the interaction V of the leading p~trticle with the 
residual nucleus. It is supposed that V connects a given nuclear state to many other nuclear states 
(as depicted in Fig. 7), and that the associated set of matrix elements is randomly distributed. 
Formally, it is expressed by 

(Z(+)(Eko, Qo)l (01 VJ 1#')I Z(-)(E~, g2'))< Z(-)(Ek, t2)l <1/~1 VI 0> I Z(+)(Eko, g2o)> 

= 6~u, I (zt-)(Ek, Q)I ( l p  lhl VIO) Izt+~(Eko, t2o)> 12 . (2.81) 

Here, the bar denotes the ensemble average. Observe that the squared matrix element on the right 
does not depend on the index #. This is directly associated with the assumption that the ensemble 
average is equal to the average over energy. The critical assumption here is that non-diagonal 
cross-products of matrix elements cancel upon energy averaging, because these matrix elements 
vary widely both in magnitude and sign and therefore can be considered to be random variables. 
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In the original derivation of the FKK model, both the randomness of the distribution amplitudes 
and the matrix elements are employed. Koning and Akkermans (1991) have demonstrated that 
leading-particle statistics, i.e. the randomness of the matrix elements, is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the convolution-type structure of the FKK cross section. 

In the following, we will demonstrate how the FKK one- and multistep cross-section follows by 
applying leading-particle statistics only. 

2.5. The one-step cross-section 

The cross-section distribution for the first step given by Eq. (2.31) can be averaged over the final 
energy using leading-particle statistics [Eq. (2.81) ]. Using a decoupled energy solid angle notation 
(Ek, f2) instead of the momentum-vector  (k) gives for the energy-averaged one-step cross-section 

d2o -(1~ m 2 k 
df2dEk - (2~ - 2 )  2 k o o k y  laflul2](z~-~{Ek,Q)l(lplhl VIO)Iz'+~(Ek,,, Qo))I2,5(E2- - U) 

m e k 
- -  ( 2 n h 2 )  2 ko ~ filu(U ) l ( z~- )(Ek'Q ) ] ( l p l h ]  VI O ) I z¢ + ~( Ek,,, f2o) )12 . (2.82) 

where the true particle-hole state density 13m~, is defined by 

a f 2 [gmf t ( U )  -~- 2 [  mlt[ ~ ( E f  -- U ) .  ( 2 . 8 3 )  
f 

The adjective true designates the configuration mixing of the particle hole states over the real 
states of the residual nucleus (Tamura et al. 1982). It is imagined that around each particle-hole 

f 2 state a probability distribution ~y]am~,J 6 ( E y -  U) is given, its width being a measure for the 
magnitude of the residual interaction of the residual nucleus. 

Then, the contribution of each particle hole state to a real state is represented by the probability 
distribution at the considered energy of the real state. 

Having obtained an energy-averaged cross-section, we can decompose it into different transfer- 
red angular momenta  J to give an expression in terms of first-order DWBA cross-sections, see 
Eq. (2.6), averaged per angular momentum 

d~2dEk - ~ Dtplh, j(U) d~l)(Ekd~ Eg°) wBa , (2.84) 

where the true state density has now been averaged over the particle-hole states for each angular 
momentum 

h,,lh,J(U) = (~1,  ( U ) ) , . j .  (2.85) 

In practical calculations, one often disregards the aforementioned configuration mixing effects. 
Rather, independent particle model state densities, P l p l h , j ( U ) ,  a r e  employed. These may formally 
be obtained from the true state densities by the limit aS,., ~ 6,,,, y. A well-known approximation is 

Plplh, J ( U )  = (2J + 1)R2(J ) t J ) l p lh (U  ) , (2.86) 
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where the particle-hole state density for p particles and h holes is given by Williams' formula (1971) 

g , ( U  - Ap,h -- p ) , - 1  
O) p,h(V ) 

p ! h ! ( n -  1)! ' 
(2.87) 

where 9 is the single-particle state density, U the excitation energy, n = p + h the exciton number, 
Ap,h = [ p ( p  -- 1) + h(h - 1)]/4g the Pauli correction factor and P the pairing correction. The 
function R , ( J )  (with spin cut-off factor 0-) represents the spin distribution of the residual states in 
the continuum. It is given by 

R.( j )_  2 J + l  I (J+½)2 1 
1/2 n3/2 0-3 exp . (2.88) ?ZO "2 

A more general prescription for the particle-hole state density has been given by Oblo~insk~ 
(1986) [see also B6t&k and Dobe~ (1976)]. This expression contains a correction for the finite hole 
depth and applies at high excitation energies (above the Fermi energy) 

O) p,h(U ) = (--  1) j ( U - - P - - A p h - - j F ) " - I O ( U - - P - - o ~ p , h - - j F )  
p !h! (n  - 1)! j="o 

I 

(2.89) 

Here, F is the Fermi energy, :%h = (p2 + h 2 + p __ h)/29, and O is the unit step function. If the 
incident nucleon energy exceeds about 50 MeV and one is interested in the multistep direct 
contribution at low outgoing energies, Eq. (2.89) instead of the conventional Williams expression 
(2.87) should be used in the calculation. 

Hence, the F K K  one-step cross-section is obtained by computing Eq. (2.84) together with 
Eqs. (2.86) and (2.88) using Eq. (2.87) or Eq. (2.89). 

2.6. The two-step cross-section 

Previously we discussed how the two-step process can be expressed in terms of two normal 
DWBA matrix elements by means of energy averaging. The next step is to apply the statistical 
hypothesis (2.81) to this two-step cross-section distribution to obtain the F K K  cross-section. In the 
fast multistep direct process, an obvious strategy is the introduction of the so-called never-come- 
back approximation, that is, to assume that in each subsequent step of the reaction a new 
particle-hole pair is created. We note that the never-come-back approximation was not used by 
Feshbach et al. (1980). This standard simplification is however justified since in the early steps 
particle-hole creation strongly dominates over other processes such as particle-hole annihilation 
or exchange. Formally 

( f [  V I n )  = ~ a f ~:v), ( Iv, n[ V[ n) . (2.90) 
v 
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Inserting this in Eq. (2.79) gives 

d2°-(2)a'~- 2m5 ~ko f f f  k'~ f d E k , , ; . .  
df2dEk (2~)8h 1 k o 2  n ~ n~,~, v ~  ~ d Q '  1 dr2, dEk' E ''2 

f ' , , ,  , 

1 
x a  f a[i,, m " ~" E -  E~, - Ek, , - i~: (1,'m' (7.(*I(Eko, f2o)I(OIV[IIS)IZ(-~(Ek'; Q'I)) a''" 

x (2(+)(Ekq, ~¢~'1 )](n'l VI Iv', n') 1;~ ~ )(E k, (2 ) ) (~  I '(Ek,f2)l(lv, n ] Vln)12(+~(Ek,,(21 )) 

1 
n - G (  ~ ) i ~ "  _ _  

] .  I L ' k  0 ~ . . xalu E -- E. - Ek, + ir (21 ~(Ek~'Ql l [ ( l f l ]  vI0) l  f2o))6(E ;. U) (2.91) 

Next,  we invoke the leading-particle statistics assumpt ion that  V generates random matrix 
elements so that, upon  energy averaging, only the diagonal elements survive. First, we perform this 
in combinat ion  with an average over the .final energy. Then, the cross terms of v, v' and n,n' 
disappear. We obtain 

d2a (2) 2m 5 k ~  f i'd(2, f f d E ~ E ~  - -  E 1 / 2  ,12 
dY2dEk (2r08h~o ko ~, dr2; dEk, ' ~, 

o '  

X ]~(lv)n (U) (7~l+)(Eko, (2o)1 
l 

0] V] lp')121 '~r.k',,'" £21 )) a';., E -- E . - -  E~, - i;: 

× (~'+)(Ek,,,f21)l(nl Vllplh,  n)]~' ~(Ek,£2))(~ ( ~(Ek, K2)l(lplh, n[ Vln)12(+'(Ek,,£2~)) 

1 
" z (Ek,,f2t)l(1;LIVlO)l~(÷'(Eko, Qo)) .  (2.92) 

X a l .  E -- E. -- Ek, + it: ( -~ ~ 

This equat ion can be reduced by noting that the matrix element ( lv ,  nl VJn)  equals the lp lh-  
matrix element (1 v l V[ 0)  as a consequence of the two-body nature of V. Further,  a Brink-Axel-like 
hypothesis  can be invoked by replacing the final true partial level density by that of the particle 
hole pair created in the second step, i.e. /hh,),(U)--* P l v ( E k , -  Ek), where the argument  of 
/51~ represents the energy transferred in the second step. This gives 

1 
× [)lv(Ekl = ' / ~  '~" "~ " ~ "  ~,l\Z(+'(~ko, aZoJI \u l  VI 1#')1~ t '(~k',,'? Q i ) )  a,,," E " _ E. -- Ek, ' -- if: 

x (~(+'(Ek ',, ~'~) l (OlVl lp lh) t . '~ ( - ) (Ek ,~) ) (~  ( ~(Ek, Q ) I ( l p l h I V I O ) I  ~-'(+~t~;, ,'~k,, Q , ) )  

1 
xa~,  E - E, - Ekl + if: ( ;~()(Ek" f2~)] (1/~] VfO)]f(+~(Ek~,, f2o) ) . (2.93) 
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Inserting 6(E~ - U'), adding the corresponding integral over U' and integrating over U' gives 

df2dEk ( 2 n ) 8 h X O k o E E ~  dO; dO 1 dEk', E1/2k't dEkt E1/zk~ 
n v 11 I~'  

2hi 
x fil~(Ekl -- Ek) ( ~( + )(Eko , Qo)l (01 V[ lfl ' )  [Z(-)(Ek,, Q'I)) a~., Ek~ _ Ek'~ + 2ie 

x (;~(+)(ek,, f2~ )J (0l VI lplh)I~(-)(Ek,O)) (Z~-)(Ek, f2)l ( l p lh  ] VIO)[](+)(Ek,, O,)) 

× aT, (~t-~(Ek~, f21)1 (1~1VI0)[Zt+~(Eko, f2o)) 6(E,, - (E - Ek,)). (2.94) 

The complex fraction in this expression can be written as the sum of a principal part and a delta 
function part 

i ( 1 ) 
Ekl -- Ek, 1 + 2ie = i ~  Ek~ -- Ek', + 1~(Ek ,  -- Ek,~) . (2.95) 

Upon application of leading-particle statistics to the first step matrix elements, the principal part of 
Eq. (2.95) and the non-diagonal elements of the sums (integrations) over I.t, f l ' ,gk t ,  Ek , ,  O1, O~ 
vanish and we obtain 

dOdEk-(2n)8hlO d2 t r ( 2 ) 2 m S k  f f k o 2 n 2 ~  dO1 dEk~l~(Ek~--Ek)f~lu(Eko--Ek~) 

x I(Z(-)(Ek, O)I ( lp lh [  VIO) I~(+)(Ek~,01))[ 2 

x l(£t-)(Ek,,O~)l(lplhl VI0) I~t+)(Eko, Oo))l z , (2.96) 

where we used Eq. (2.83) for the first step. Using Eqs. (2.82) and (2.84), Eq. (2.96) can be rewritten as 

d2o "t2, m ,~.s J f d O l f  dEk 'Ek 'P lp lh ' J2 (Ek l  Ek)Plplh,s,(Eko-- Ek,) 
d O d E k  4x2h2 s,, 2 

x L dO js~ L dO1 As, 

m f f d2a(1)(Ek, O ~ E k , , O , )  
- -  4n2h 2 dr21 dEk~Ek, dOdEk 

d2a(1)(Ekl,01 ~ Eko, Oo) 
x dO1 dEkl ' (2.97) 

which is equal to Eq. (2.12). 
The derivation of the higher step cross-sections proceeds in a similar way. Furthermore, the cross 

terms of Eq. (2.30), i.e. the products of different order processes, cancel upon energy averaging and 
the application of leading-particle statistics. 

In total, we obtain the FKK cross-section for (multistep) direct processes 

d2o(Ek, Q *-- Eko, QO) ~-~ d2o'tn)(Ek, O ~-- Eko, OO) 
(2.98) 

dO dEk = n/--': 1 dO d E  k ' 
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where the first step cross-section reads 

d2o-(1)(Ek, ~Q ~ Eko,QO) plh. j (Ek  ° Ek)[da(Ek,Q+-- Ego,Q0) ] DwBA 
d(2 dEk = ~,1 p 1 - dY2 • ,i 

and the n-step (n > l) cross-section reads 

dZa(")(Ek, Q+-Eko,~2o) m f  f 
dOdEk - 4/.[ 2pt ~ dO. 1 dEk., , Ek..., 

d2a(l)(Et,f2 *-- Ek,,_,,Q,- l )dea (" I)(Eg,,_,,Q, 1 ~-- Eko,(2o 

(2.99) 

(2.100) 

df2 dEk dQ,, 1 dEk,, , 

The original derivation given by Feshbach et al. (1980) may give the impression that the on-shell 
approximation [i.e. neglecting the principal part of Eq. (2.95)] is an independent additional 
assumption. However, the present derivation shows that this is not the case since it is simply 
a consequence of using the statistics (cf. also Koning and Akkermans, 1991; Feshbach, 1992). 
Feshbach et al. (1980) take the position that all the nuclear interactions that take place in the 
multistep process are of a random nature, i.e. leading-particle statistics and residual-system 
statistics are only two different manifestations of the same physical phenomenon. Mathematically, 
this is revealed in the paper of Feshbach et al. (1980) by the application of the randomness of the 
distribution amplitudes to destroy the interference effects of the nuclear states and a subsequent 
d!fferent randomness hypothesis for the non-diagonal terms of the solid angle of the leading 
particle. In the present derivation, which follows Koning and Akkermans (1991), residual-system 
statistics [-i.e. Eq. (2.80)] is not used. 

2.7. Discussion 

Since the publication of the FKK model in 1980, there has been much debate about its 
theoretical aspects (and its validity). In this review, it has been our aim to arrange these theoretical 
aspects in a logical order (which is not necessarily chronological), resulting in a derivation with all 
physical assumptions invoked at the right place. 

Upon the division of the multistep reaction process in an unbound (P) and a bound (Q) chain, the 
multistep direct reaction model of Feshbach et al. (1980) can be envisaged as the extrapolation to 
the continuum of (multistep) direct reaction theory for discrete states. Starting from distorted wave 
theory, the two basic ingredients required to obtain the convolution-type FKK cross-section, see 
Eqs. (2.1)-(2.4) or Eqs. (2.14)-(2.16), are (in this order!) energy averaging and statistics. 

Originally, the FKK formula was derived using statistical approximations only. After criticism 
of the treatment of the distorted waves (this is also known as the Z-2 problem, which has been 
extensively discussed in Section 2.3), the FKK formula was subsequently justified by Feshbach in 
1985. Feshbach argued that an extra energy averaging is required before the application of 
statistical postulates. Otherwise interference effects, that normally would cancel out in the single- 
channel case, are wrongly transferred to the statistical multistep expression, yielding an unphysical 
enhancement of the multistep terms. In mathematical terms, the extra energy averaging leads to the 
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Fig. 8. Family tree of statistical MSD-theories. Here, LPS stands for leading-particle statistics, FKK for Feshbach et al. 
(1980), TUL for Tamura et al. (1982), NWY for Nishioka et al. (1989) and K & A for Koning and Akkermans (1993). 

replacement of the conjugated outgoing distorted wave )~+~ to an energy-averaged incoming 
distorted wave )~(-). This enables the cont inuum two-step cross-section to be expressed in terms of 
two normal  DWBA cross-sections. 

In the literature on multistep direct reactions, different positions are taken with respect to the 
statistics. Koning and Akkermans (1991) prove that the application of residual-system statistics alone 

leads to the multistep direct models of Tamura  et al. (1982) and Nishioka et al. (1988), respectively, 
and that the application of leading-particle statistics alone leads to the F K K  model. In other words, 
for the derivation of the F K K  cross-section the randomness of the distribution amplitudes is not 
required al though this randomness was explicitly assumed by Feshbach et al. (1980). Like the 
energy-averaging procedure described in the previous section, this point has also caused some debate 
(Feshbach, 1992). Feshbach et al. (1980) take the posit ion that  "everything" is random,  i.e. there is 
no physical reason to discriminate between leading-particle statistics and residual-system statistics, 
a l though they are seen as separate elements in the mathematical  formulation. 

However, some authors also make  a physical distinction between leading-particle statistics and 
residual-system statistics. In the models of Tamura  et al. (1982) and Nishioka et al. (1988), only 
residual-system statistics is invoked. Moreover,  in the latter model, leading-particle statistics is 
explicitly forbidden because of the short time scales at which the interaction processes are assumed 
to take place. Because of the absence of leading-particle statistics in these two models, the off-shell 
effects of the two-step ampli tude still occur in the two-step cross sections. The resulting expressions 
for the multistep cross section are more complicated than that  of the F K K  model. Hence, 
leading-particle statistics is the really critical step for the collapse of the two-step term into two 
one-step terms (thereby automatically generating the on-shell effect). An intriguing question related 
to these different viewpoints, leaving aside the mathematical  details, is whether  one type of statistics 
can exist without  the other. In Fig. 8 the relation between the various mult istep direct models is 
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depicted in terms of a family tree [which is a revised version of the one given by Koning and 
Akkermans (1991)]. These models have been categorized according to the different types of 
statistical assumptions. 

Finally, we address the relation of the FKK multistep direct model with semi-classical ap- 
proaches, in particular the generalized exciton model (Mantzouranis et al., 1976; Akkermans et al., 
1980: Costa et al., 1983; Iwamoto and Harada, 1984; for reviews see Gruppelaar et al., 1986; Gadioli 
and Hodgson, 1992). In the exciton model, it is also assumed that many different particle- hole 
configurations can be attained from a given one if the system goes to more complex stages. Hence, 
it basically derives from leading-particle statistics. Residual-system statistics is completely neg- 
lected (in fact, it cannot be physically expressed in semi-classical terms). Furthermore, the on-shell 
approximation is employed as a postulate. The generalized exciton model also displays a convolu- 
tion-type structure for the double-differential cross-section, the only peculiar feature being that, 
unlike the FKK model, this only holds for the angle dependency and not for the energy-dependent 
part. The FKK model can be viewed as the quantum-mechanical variant of the generalized exciton 
model (Akkermans and Koning, 1990). The fact that it is derived from first quantum-mechanical 
principles and is conceptually appealing (due to its convolution structure) has resulted in its 
popularity for practical calculations. 

3. Analyses of experimental data 

3.1. The general method 

The formulae derived in the previous sections show that a sizeable part of the MSD calculation is 
the evaluation of the DWBA cross-sections in the continuum for several energies and transferred 
angular momenta.  These are then processed following the MSD prescriptions, giving the required 
continuum cross-sections. 

This method may be understood from Eq. (2.82) for the one-step cross-section, together with 
Fig. 9. First of all the DWBA cross-sections are computed at a specified excitation energy for each 
residual spin. Then, after multiplication by the corresponding angular momentum dependent state 
density and summation over all angular momenta  the averaged MSD cross-section per MeV is 
obtained. The typical forward-peaking remains, whereas the individual oscillatory behaviour of the 
angular distributions for each residual state averages out, giving a smooth forward-peaked angular 
distribution, as shown in Fig. 9. 

To carry out this calculation, a simple spherical Nilsson model is used to generate the l p lh  
states. These are grouped in several classes, each class corresponding to the same total angular 
momentum and region of excitation energy. For a randomly chosen sample of particle hole states, 
the DWBA angular distributions are calculated using microscopic two-particle form factors (the 
hole is treated as a particle). Subsequently, the resulting angular distributions are averaged over the 
number of states in each class, so that the average DWBA cross-section per L-value and per unit of 
excitation energy is obtained and hence the FKK cross-sections. 

In this chapter, the analysis of nucleon reactions below 30 MeV, which have both MSC and 
MSD components, is described in Section 3.2, and of reactions above 30 MeV, which are essentially 
all multistep direct, in Section 3.3. 
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Fig. 9. Smooth forward-peaked angular distribution as a result of the statistical averaging. DWBA cross-sections for 
transferred angular momenta 0, 1, 2 and 3 are calculated for the reaction (p, p') on 9°Zr at an incident energy of 80 MeV 
and an outgoing energy of 60 MeV and subsequently averaged according to Eq. (2.82). 

A macroscopic method has recently been developed to perform MSD calculations, and this is 
described in Section 3.4. 

As the incident energy increases, the contribution from the higher steps becomes more impor- 
tant, and since the energy of the incident particle decreases down the chain it becomes possible for 
transitions from the P-chain to the Q-chain to take place. The evidence for such processes, together 
with their effect on the cross-sections, is considered in Section 3.5. The F K K  MSD theory has also 
been applied to alpha-particle reactions, and these are discussed in Section 3.6. 

3.2. Nucleon reactions below 30 Me V 

As the incident energy increases, the proportion of MSC processes decreases and that of MSD 
processes increases. Even at the lower energies, around 10-20 MeV where the MSC process 
dominates, there is a substantial contribution from MSD processes, and these are considered in 
Section 3.2.1. At intermediate energies, from 20 to 30 MeV, the situation is reversed and MSD 
dominates, although MSC is not entirely negligible. Such reactions are discussed in Section 3.2.2. 
At energies above 30 MeV the flux entering the Q-chain from the incident channel is negligible, and 
such reactions are considered in Section 3.3. 

3.2.1. Reactions from 10 to 20 M e V  
Multistep direct reactions at lower energies are most marked for the heavier target nuclei, and an 

example is provided by the analysis of the inelastic scattering of 11.5 MeV neutrons by 184 W made 
by Marcinkowski et al. (1989). It was found that both the multistep compound and the multistep 
direct processes contribute substantially to the cross-sections. In the multistep direct calculations, 
the individual angular distributions for the excitation of sets of particle-hole pairs did not show the 
striking similarity apparent in Fig. 9. The average distorted wave differential cross-section thus 
depends rather strongly on the outgoing neutron energy and also quite significantly on the number 
of contributing particle-hole pairs. To average out these fluctuations it was found necessary to 
include up to 12 particle-hole states for each L-value. This implies averaging the calculated 
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Fig. 10. Double differential cross-sections for the inelastic scattering of 11 MeV neutrons by ~ W  compared with the 
results of one-step direct (dash dotted curves), plus collective enhancement tdashed curve) plus multistep compound 
(solid curves) (Marcinkowski et al., 1989). 

cross-sections for the individual particle--hole states over a series of overlapping energy intervals 
with widths up to 9 MeV. This averaging interval is comparable with the widths of single-particle 
states measured by (p, 2p) reactions (Jacob and Maris, 1973). The value of the effective interaction 
strength used in these calculations was Vo -- 25 MeV. 

The results of these calculations are compared with the experimental data in Fig. 10 for two 
outgoing neutron energies. The angular distributions of the neutrons with lower outgoing energies 
are quite well reproduced by the sum of the one-step and two-step multistep direct and the 
multistep compound calculations. 

For lighter target nuclei, the double differential cross-sections for neutron inelastic scattering at 
14MeV are nearly symmetric about 90 ,  indicating predominantly MSC and compound nucleus 
processes, but in addition there is a forward excess attributable to MSD processes. 

This MSD contribution is most clearly shown by plotting the difference between the double 
differential cross-sections at two complementary angles in the centre of mass. This removes the 
MSC and the compound nucleus contributions since they are symmetric about 90 c, leaving only 
the MSD, together with some direct collective excitation cross-section at the higher emission 
energies. Some results for 93Nb(n, n') at 14 MeV are shown in Fig. 11 compared with similarly 
subtracted MSD calculations. For  each pair of angles the MSD fits well, apart from the higher 
emission energies where the collective excitation is prominent,  and the mean value of Vo is 33 MeV. 
The MSD cross-section found in this way is in good agreement with that found by Chadwick and 
Young (1993) using a somewhat different method. 
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Fig. 11. Subtracted double differential cross-sections in the CM system for 14 MeV neutrons inelastically scattered by 
9aNb for four pairs of complementary angles. The curves are similarly subtracted cross-sections calculated with the 
multistep direct theory of Feshbach et al. (1980). The peaks at higher outgoing energies are due to the excitation of 
collective states, a process not  included in the calculations. The curves are normalised to the data, giving the values of the 
effective interaction strength V0 given in each box. The experimental points are obtained from the data of Takahashi et al. 
(1992) (Demetriou et al. 1993). 
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3.2.2. Reactions from 20 to 30 Me V 
The first analysis of data at intermediate energies including both MSC and MSD processes was 

made by Bonetti and Colli-Milazzo (1984) for the lZ°Sn(p, n) reaction at 25 MeV. Their results for 
the neutron spectrum at 110 ° and for the angular distribution at residual nucleus energies of 8 and 
12 MeV are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. It is found that most of the cross-section is due to the MSD 
process, but that particularly at backward angles and higher residual nucleus energies (correspond- 
ing to lower outgoing neutron energies) the contribution from MSC processes is also important. It 
is notable that both MSC and MSD calculations were made with the same value of the effective 
nucleon-nucleon interaction strength Vo = 25 MeV. 

The double differential cross-section for the 65Cu(p, xn) reaction at 26.7 MeV has been com- 
pared with the semi-classical and quantum mechanical pre-equilibrium theories by Holler et al. 
(1985). As shown in Fig. 14(a), the geometry-dependent hybrid model is able to describe quite well 
the energy dependence of the high energy emitted particles but does not give accurately the 
observed intensity of emitted particles in the most backward direction. The sum of the multistep 
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Fig. 13. Angular distributions at U = 8 MeV and U = 12 MeV for the 12°Sn(p,n) reaction at 25 MeV compared with 
MSC (long-dash curve) and MSD (short-dash curve) calculations (Bonetti and Colli-Milazzo, 1984). 

compound and multistep direct pre-equilibrium cross-sections evaluated with the FKK theory 
gave cross-sections in good accord with the data, as shown in Fig. 14(b). It is notable that the same 
value Vo = 27 MeV was used for both multistep direct calculations. At this energy most of the 
cross-section at the higher emission energies is multistep direct. 

The effects of pairing on pre-equilibrium emission were studied by Mordhorst  et al. (1986) who 
measured the outgoing neutron spectrum from the (p, xn) reaction at 25.6 MeV on seven molyb- 
denum isotopes. At this energy both multistep direct and multistep compound processes contribute 
substantially, and the experimental data were fitted with the same value of Vo -- 25 MeV using 
a Yukawa effective interaction of range 1 fm. The cross-sections show a strong even-odd depend- 
ence due to the different pairing energies. 

The Feshbach, Kerman and Koonin theory has been applied by Marcinkowski et al. (1989) to 
analyse the inelastic scattering of neutrons by 184W, as described in the previous section. In 
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addition to the data for 11 MeV neutrons already mentioned, they also analysed data for 26 MeV 
neutrons, and their results are shown in Fig. 15. At the highest outgoing energies the experimental 
cross-sections are greater than the calculated ones, and this is attributable to particular 
direct processes such as the excitation of low-lying quadrupole and octupole surface vibrations 
(Marcinkowski et al., 1983b; Kalka et al., 1988). The contributions of such processes were estimated 
using the energy-weighted sum rule for isoscalar transitions, and is also shown in the figure. 
Comparison with the experimental cross-sections shows that there is still some cross-section 
unaccounted for at these higher outgoing energies. 

The 93Nb(n, n') reaction at 25.7 MeV has been analysed using many semi-classical pre-equilib- 
rium models which generally fit the data well (Gruppelaar et al., 1986; Gruppelaar and Nagel, 
1985). Fig. 16 shows the quantum-mechanical MSD energy spectrum calculated by the program 
KAPSIES (Koning and Akkermans, 1993) compared with the experimental data of Marcinkowski 
et al. (1983). The cross-sections were measured only for outgoing energies above 12 MeV, and it is 
seen that the high energy part of the cross-section is well-described by the MSD process. At low 
emission energies, the cross-section increases whereas the MSD contribution remains approxim- 
ately constant. In this region, the cross-section is mainly due to the multistep compound,  
compound and multiple emission processes. The figure also shows the cross-section calculated with 
the program GNASH (Arthur, 1988; Young, Arthur and Chadwick, 1992), which gives a reliable fit 
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important at low emission energies (Koning and Akkermans, 1993). 

for the whole range of  ou tgoing  energies (see Fig. 3(D) of Gruppe laa r  and  Nagel,  1985 or Fig. 11 of 
Gruppe laa r  et al., 1986). These calculat ions include the H a u s e r - F e s h b a c h  c o m p o u n d  nucleus and  
the exciton model  direct react ion components .  These associated angular  dis t r ibut ions are given in 
Fig. 17 and  show some oscil latory behaviour  at back angles. S tudy of the individual  D W B A  
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components shows that there is some constructive interference which is not washed out by the 
averaging process, as in Fig. 16. This oscillatory behaviour disappears at higher incident energies. 

An independent FKK analysis of the same reaction has been made by Chadwick and Young 
(1993), and their results are shown in Fig. 18 for the energy spectrum and Fig. 19 for the angular 
distributions. The results are very similar to those of Figs. 16 and 17, allowing for the absence of 
MSC and compound nucleus contributions in the work of Koning and Akkermans (1993). These 
analyses both show that at these relatively low incident energies the one-step direct component is 
far more important than the multistep direct contributions. 
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outgoing energy bins compared with FKK MSD and MSC calculations, supplemented by Hauser-Feshbach calcu- 
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3.3. Reactions above 30 Me V 

Bonetti et al. (1981) used the MSD formalism to calculate the double differential cross-sections 
for (p,n) reactions on 4°Ca, 9°Zr and 2°Spb at 45MeV and on 12°Sn at 25 and 35MeV. 
Calculations for the same reaction on 12°Sn at 45 MeV have been made by Avaldi et al. (1980). The 
results for the 9°Zn(p, n) reaction at 45 MeV are compared with the data of Galonsky (1981) in 
Fig. 20 as a function of angle for several values of the energy of the residual nucleus. It is notable 
that the theory fits the data well for the lower values of U, corresponding to the higher emission 
energies. There are discrepancies at lower emission energies, probably attributable to the presence 
of multistep compound reactions, which were not included in the calculations. The comparison 
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Fig. 20. Double differential cross-section for the 9°Zr(p, n) reaction at 45 MeV compared with multistep direct calcu- 
lations. The dashed curves show the single-step contributions and the full curves the sum of the single step and multistep 
contributions (Bonetti et al., 1981). 

also shows that  more  than  half  of the cross-section comes from the first stage of the reaction. 
Fur the rmore ,  the second and  third stage emission is more  impor tan t  at backward  angles, as the 
m e m o r y  of the direction of  the incident particle is progressively lost. 

In these calculat ions the only adjustable pa ramete r  is the strength Vo of  the effective interaction,  
and  all the values required to fit the da ta  for incident energies up to abou t  50 MeV are consistent  
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with the value Vo = 27.9 ___ 3.5 found by Austin (1980) from an analysis of many inelastic scattering 
reactions to discrete states of the final nucleus. Since the effective interaction enters at each stage of 
the reaction, the final m-stage cross-section is proportional to Vo 2m and so the value of Vo strongly 
determines the relative importance of the contributions from the different stages. It is thus more 
than an overall normalisation coefficient; it also affects the spectral shapes and angular distribu- 
tions. The overall agreement of the calculated cross-sections with the experimental data as 
a function of both energy and angle is thus a stringent test of the validity of the theory. 

The multistep direct theory has been extended by Bonetti et al. (1982) to give the analysing 
powers of the emitted particles. Such data are more sensitive to the details of the reaction and thus 
provide a severe test of any theory proposed to account for them. The analysing power is expected 
to depend on the stage of the reaction, decreasing down the chain as the memory of the initial 
polarisation is lost. Measurements of the analysing power of the S8Ni(p, p') reaction by Sakai et al. 
(1980) showed large and positive analysing powers at backward angles. 

The analysing powers may be calculated using the multistep direct formalism, introducing the 
distinction between the cross-sections for emission to the left and to the right of the incident beam. 
This was done by appropriate limitations on the integrations over the intermediate angles to the 
values for each left and right cross-section. It is of course necessary in the evaluation of the 
distorted wave integrals to include the spin dependence of the effective interaction and this was 
done by including a complete microscopic model which includes the L-S term. The inclusion of 
this term was found to be essential in previous calculations of the analysing powers of reactions to 
discrete nuclear states. The parameters of the calculation were chosen as far as possible from other 
published analyses, and the final results for the double differential cross-section and analysing 
powers of the 5aNi(p, p') reaction at 65 MeV are compared with the data of Sakai et al. (1980) in 
Figs. 21 and 22. The fits to the double differential cross-sections are quite satisfactory, and the 
overall features of the analysing powers are reproduced quite well. It is particularly notable that it 
is not possible to reproduce the magnitude and the energy variation of the analysing power in the 
backward direction by a single step calculation, even including the effect of the microscopic 
spin-orbit potential. Inclusion of the multistep emission is thus essential to account for the 
observed analysing powers. The deterioration in the quality of the fits at high excitation energies 
and thus at low emission energies may be due to the neglect of secondary particle emission, which is 
more important  at these energies. 

Comparison of these results with the previous work on (p, n) reactions shows that the relative 
contributions of the various stages of the reaction are quite similar. It is found, as expected, that the 
contribution of the first stage in the reaction passes through a minimum as the incident energy 
increases. At low energies there is insufficient energy for many stages, while at high energies many 
stages become less likely because of the fall in the value of the interaction matrix with increasing 
energy. Thus the analyses of (p, n) reactions gave the contribution of the first stage as about 82% 
and 55% at 25 and 45 MeV, respectively, and that of the (p, p') reaction which gave about 70% at 
62 MeV. An analysis by Tamura et al. (1977) of the (p, p') reaction gave 90% at 62 MeV. 

The multistep direct theory has also been applied by Trabandt et al. (1988, 1989) to analyse 
the neutron emission from the (p, xn) reaction on 9°Zr and 2°Spb at 80MeV. With a Yukawa 
interaction of range 1 fm and strength Vo = 20 MeV they obtained good agreement with the 
angular distributions of the emitted neutrons at various outgoing energies. Calculations based on 
the hybrid model of Blann et al. (1984) were able to fit the angle-integrated neutron spectra to 
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Fig. 21. Double differential cross-section for the SSNi(p, p') reaction at 65 MeV compared with multistep direct calcu- 
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contributions. It is notable that the multistep contribution increases with increasing excitation energy and scattering 
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Fig. 22. Analysing power for the 58Ni(p, p') reaction at 65 MeV compared with multistep direct calculations. The dashed 
curves shows the single-step contribution and the full curves the sums of the single and multistep contributions (Bonetti 
et al., 1982). 

wi th in  a factor  o f  t w o  overal l ,  but no t  the angular  d is tr ibut ions  at var ious  o u t g o i n g  energies,  
part icularly  in the b a c k w a r d  direct ion.  The  value  o f  the effective in teract ion  s trength at this energy  
is less than the va lues  f o u n d  at l ower  energies  prev ious ly  discussed,  indicat ing  that it decreases  with 
increas ing  inc ident  energy.  
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Table 1 
Values of the effective strength Vo of the Yukawa potential of range 1 fm for nucleon interactions 

43 

Reference Reaction Energy Vo (MeV) 

Marcinkowski et al. (1989) (n, n') 11.26 25 
Demetriou et al. (1993) (n, n') 14 33 
Austin (1980) (N,N') 35 + 15 27.9 
Holler et al. (1985) (p,n) 26.7 27 
Mordhorst et al. (1986) (p, n) 25.6 25 
Trabandt et al. (1988, 1989) (p, n) 80 20 ___ 1 
Cowley et al. (1991) (p,p') 80 23 + 1 
Scobel et al. (1990) (p, n) 120 16 + 1 

160 12.5 __+ 1 
Richter et al. (1992,1994) (p,p') (See Table 2) 
Stamer et al. (1993) (p, n) 256 8.5 + 1.5 

Subsequently, this analysis was extended to (p, n) reactions at 120 and 160 MeV, and the effective 
interaction strength was again found to decrease with increasing energy (see Table 1) (Scobel et al., 
1990; Stamer et al., 1993). Further  measurements of the double differential inelastic scattering to the 
continuum have been made by Cowley et al. (1991) for 80 and 120 MeV protons on 9°Zr and by 
Richter et al. (1992) from 100 to 200 MeV on 58Ni, l °°Mo and 197Au. They analysed their data with 
the Feshbach-Kerman-Koon in  multistep direct theory and found good agreement with the 
experimental data  as shown in Fig. 23. The contributions of the successive stages to the cross- 
sections at outgoing energies of 20 and 60 MeV for an incident energy of 80 MeV are shown in 
Fig. 24. The contributions of the first stage agree well with the semi-classical distorted wave 
calculations of Luo and Kawai (1991). 

In all these analyses of multistep direct and multistep compound reactions it is usual to treat the 
effective interaction strength Vo as an adjustable parameter  and to fix it by fitting the absolute 
value of the differential cross-section. It is then important  to examine the values obtained and see 
whether they behave in a systematic way that can be connected with other types of analysis. This 
comparison is, however, complicated by the progressive improvement in the formulation of the 
theory, and in the computer  programs since each improvement affects the value of 1Io obtained. 
Here we consider only the calculations with realistic wavefunctions and a Yukawa two-body 
interaction of range 1 fm. 

The results of several analyses are shown in Table 1. The spread of values of Vo is due partly to 
other differences in the analyses and also to the energy dependence of the effective interaction. Thus 
the multistep direct analysis of Bonetti et al. (1982) was made with a preliminary version of the 
program with Vo = 25 MeV for the first step and Vo = 15 MeV for subsequent steps, so these 
values are not included in the table. Some analyses were made distinguishing between neutrons and 
protons in the intra-nuclear cascade; this has rather little effect (less than 10%) on the shape of the 
cross-section but requires an increased Vo in the case of the more recent analyses of (p, n) reactions. 

The values of Vo are found to decrease with increasing incident energy and this is indeed what 
would be expected from the similar decrease of the real optical potential, which also depends on the 
strength of the two-body interaction. We can thus estimate the energy variation of Iio by assuming 
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Fig. 23. Double differential cross-section for the inelastic scattering of 80 and 120MeV protons by 9°Zr at several 
outgoing energies compared with calculations using the Feshbach Kerman Koonin multistep direct theory (Cowley 
et al., 1991). 

that it has the same energy variation as the real optical potential and normalising to the average of 
several determinations at lower energies. We use for this purpose the value Vo = 27.9 _+ 3.5 MeV 
obtained by Austin (1980) from a survey of the analyses of proton scattering at around 20 to 
50 MeV to discrete final states, and also those found by Holler et al. (1985) and by Marcinkowski 
et al. (1989). 

Since the incident particle loses energy as it passes from stage to stage in the multistep process it 
would be more exact to allow the effective interaction to increase down the chain. It is, however, 
simpler to use an averaged value, but this effect should be taken into account when comparing the 
energy dependence of V0 with that of the optical potential. 

An estimate of the magnitude of the effect can be made by assuming that the incident particle 
loses about  half its energy in the first interaction, and emission from the first and second stages are 
equally likely (Scobel et al., 1990). This would reduce the energy-dependent term by about  a factor 
of ¼. The real optical potential, normalised to the average low energy value of V0 = 28 MeV at 
20 MeV is 

Vo ~ 32 -- 0.2 E .  (3.1) 
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Allowing for the increase of Vo down the chain thus gives 

Vo ~ 31 - 0.15 E .  (3.2) 

This is plotted in Fig. 25 and has an energy dependence similar to the empirical values. 
A rather better fit to the overall energy dependence can be obtained using the expression found 

by Johnson et al. (1987) for neutrons on lead 

V = 46.4 exp [ - 0.31 (E - EF)/46.4] .  (3.3) 

Taking E = - -6  MeV, normalising and introducing the factor 4 a as before gives 

V = 30.8 exp ( - 0.162 E/30.8) ,  (3.4) 

which is also compared with the empirical values in Fig. 25. 
More direct evidence of the energy dependence of the effective interaction is provided by the 

analysis of the Zr(p, d) Zr reaction at energies from 20 to 120 MeV by Kosugi  and Kosugi  (1983). In 
order to obtain energy-independent spectroscopic factors they found it necessary to allow the 
effective interaction to vary with energy. Normalising their result to that of Austin gives 

Vo ~ 31.5 -- 0.12 E ,  (3.5) 

which is very similar to that found above. 
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Fig. 25. The effective interaction strength V as a function of incident energy for nucleons with the Yukawa form fitctor 
with range 1 fm. The use of the delta function effective interaction decreases the value of Vo by a factor of about three, as 
determined by calculations on the same reaction with both types of effective interaction (Bonetti and Colombo,  1983). It 
is also notable that the same value of Vo is obtained from both the multistep compound and multistep direct analyses of 
reactions to which both processes contribute substantially (Mordhorst  etal., 1986). The curve is obtained from the energy 
dependence of the optical model potential. The references for the data points are given in Table 1 (Stamer et al., 1993). 

Table .~ ~ 
Values of the effective strength Vo of the Yukawa potential of range 1 fm for (p, p ') interactions (Richter et al., 1992) 

Target Energy 

100 
5SNi 23.8 
t °°Mo 22.0 
I '~Au 18.5 

120 150 t 75 200 
23.0 21.0 21).5 18.0 
16.7 14.0 13.5 12.5 
12.5 11.5 10,3 9.4 

The values of V obtained by Richter et al. (1992) given in Table 2 show a definite tendency to fall 
with increasing target atomic mass. This may be further investigated by removing the energy 
dependence by using (3.4) and thus plotting Vo exp( - 0.00486E) against A, as shown in Fig. 26. The 
data are approximately fitted by the relation 

307 
Vo = ~ exp( -0.00486 E). (3.6) 

3.4. A macroscopic computational model 

An alternative computational approach to MSD reactions was developed by Koning and 
Akkermans (1993). Instead of averaging over many microscopic DWBA cross-sections for different 
particle hole states with the same total angular momentum, macroscopic DWBA cross-sections 
for each energy bin and total angular momentum are used for the MSD calculation. The 
calculations have only one free parameter, the deformation parameter []. Koning (1992a,b) has 
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where A is the mass number and E the incident energy. The same energy dependence for Vo has 
been found by Chadwick and Young (1993). In Fig. 27 the results of such an MSD calculation are 
compared with experimental data and with the angular distribution systematics of Kalbach (1988). 
At high outgoing energies, both calculations are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. 
At the lowest outgoing energy, the calculated MSD cross-sections are below the experimental data, 
although the shape of the angular distribution is still reasonably satisfactory. Such underprediction 
is to be expected, since the role of other competing processes, such as multiple emission and P- to 
Q-chain transitions become significant at lower outgoing energies. 

Calculations were also made using the MSD theories of Tamura et al. (1982) (TUL) and of 
Nishioka, Weidenm/iller and Yoshida (1989, 1990) (NWY), and the results are shown in Figs. 28 
and 29. Although the FKK, TUL and NWY models are physically very different, they give very 
similar fits to the experimental cross-sections. Feshbach (1992) suggests that polarisation experi- 
ments would distinguish between the FK K and other models, but this is an open question as it 
has not yet been studied in sufficient detail. However, preliminary calculations (Koning and 
Akkermans, 1993b) suggest that for the analysing powers as well the calculated differences between 
the various models are rather small and tend to fall within the experimental error bands. Hence, it 
appears to be difficult to discriminate between the TUL, NWY and FKK model predictions by 
comparison with experimental data. However, since the FKK model is computationally the 
simpler it is preferable for routine calculations. 
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Fig. 27. Angular distributions for the °°Zr(p,p') reaction at 80 MeV (Cowley et al., 1991) for three outgoing energies 
compared with FKK MSD calculations. The numbered curves give the contributions of the first four steps and the full 
curve the total MSD cross-section. The circles show the experimental data and the pluses the systematics of Kalbach 
(Koning and Akkermans, 1991). 

3.5. Transitions from the P- to the Q-chain 

The calculations described in the previous sections were made assuming that the reactions 
proceed either by the multistep direct P-chain or by the multistep compound Q-chain processes, 
and the experimental data are fitted by the former at lower energies and by the latter at higher 
energies. Some analyses at intermediate energies use an incoherent superposition of the two 
processes. There is, however, some evidence that this distinction between P- and Q-chain processes 
is too sharp, and that it is possible for transitions to take place from the P-chain to the Q-chain after 
the first step. Thus if we consider reactions due to 14 MeV neutrons on 93Nb, the total flux into 
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Fig. 28. Angular distributions for the 9°Zr(p, p') reaction at 80 MeV (Cowley et al., 1991) for three outgoing energies 
compared with TUL MSD calculations. The numbered curves give the contributions of the first four steps and the full 
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F!g. 29. Angular distributions for the 9°Zr(p,p') reaction at 80 MeV (Cowley et al., 1991) for three outgoing energies 
compared with NWY MSD calculations. The numbered curves give the contributions of the first four steps and the full 
curve the total MSD cross-section. The circles show the experimental data and the pluses the systematics of Kalbach 
(Koning and Akkermans, 1991). 

b o u n d  2plh states calculated using the value of  Vo obta ined  by fitting the double  differential 
cross-sect ion for inelastic scattering is found to be 70% of  the total  absorpt ion  flux. However ,  the 
fraction of  c o m p o u n d  emiss ion  found from the asymmetry  of  the emitted neutrons  is 86 _ 5% 
(Chadwick,  1989). This  indicates that  about  16% of  the flux enters the Q-chain  after the first stage, 
so that the react ion may  be represented diagrammatical ly  as in Fig. 30. 
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Fig. 30. Multistep reactions with P-chain to Q-chain transitions (Chadwick, 1989). 

The effect of these additional P- to Q-chain transitions is to increase the contribution to the 
emission cross-section from the second and higher stages of the Q-chain. At 14 MeV this has very 
little effect on the summed cross-section, since the contribution from the first stage dominates, but 
it may become more important  at higher energies. 

A detailed study of transitions from the P- to the Q-chain for neutron inelastic scattering at 
20MeV has been made by Marcinkowski et al. (1991), They define the factor R that gives the 
proportion of the incident flux going into the MSC process (the Q-chain). Thus 

a(MSC) = Raa, (3.8) 

so that 

a(MSD) = (1 - R)a~ [3.9) 

and 

aa = a(MSC) + a ( M S D ) ,  (3.10) 

The factor R can be estimated by assuming that MSD processes contribute only in the forward 
direction. Then, since the MSC cross-section is symmetric about 90 °, the measured asymmetry 
immediately gives R. This is however, on the assumption that the MSD emission is entirely 
forward-peaked and that after emission of the MSD particle the residual nucleus is in its ground 
state; if it is not, some compound emission may follow. Another  estimate of R can be obtained by 
calculating the MSD cross-section adjusting Vo to fit the forward-peaked part of the cross-section. 
These two methods gave consistent values of R = 0.8 for 93Nb and R -- 0.7 for 2°9Bi. 

However, with this value of Vo, the calculated MSC and MSD cross-section exceeded the 
experimental (n, n') cross-section for 2°9Bi. This can also be expressed by saying that the values of 
V0 found by fitting (a) the forward-peaked components  with MSD and (b) the symmetric compon- 
ent with MSC are not consistent. 

A consistent account of the data can, however, be obtained by relaxing the assumption of F K K  
that the MSC and MSD processes remain distinct after the first interaction but that, as already 
mentioned, transitions can take place from the P- to the Q-chain after the first step. Thus the factor 
R is now replaced by a series of factors R'l, R~, R~ for each step, with R'I + R~ + R~ + . . . .  
R' < R. It is not possible to determine all these factors from the data, though in principle they could 
be calculated. A simplified analysis was made (Marcinkowski et al., 1991) using R ' <  R and 
assuming that (R  --  R ' )aa  goes immediately into the compound nucleus stage. It is then possible to 
obtain a consistent account of the data with R' = 0.6 for 93Nb and R' = 0.4 for 2°9Bi. 
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Fig. 31. Double differential cross-section for the inelastic scattering of 140 MeV alpha particles from 9°Zr with a final 
excitation energy of 10 MeV. The dashed curve shows the calculated cross-section obtained with the multistep direct 
theory assuming interactions with alpha particles on the nuclear surface and the full curve is obtained by adding the 
contribution due to interactions with nucleons (Bonetti et al., 1984). 

A model of the processes responsible for the reduction of the first P- to Q-chain transition has 
been proposed by Nishioka et al. (1990). They consider the first interaction to be mainly a sudden 
direct process that excites only continuum states, followed by the spreading of the remaining 
(R - R')o'a flux into the successive stages of the Q-chain. These stages make little contribution to 
the M SC emission because of the rapid increase of the damping width with the number of the stage. 
The proportions of the first interaction going to the two processes is approximately in the ratio of 
the number of quasi-bound 2plh doorway states to the total density of accessible particle-hole 

D 3 / ~ E R I C S O N  ~ 1~' states, so that R'~ = Ra~plh(Ep + uj/U2plh ~Z:~p + B). At an incident energy of 20 MeV this gives 
R' = 0.16R. Thus rather little flux goes to the fourth stage of the Q-chain; most of the remainder 
goes to the second and third stages, so that R' = 0.6. 

Chadwick and Young (1993) have studied the importance of P- to Q-chain transitions 
in the inelastic scattering of 14, 20 and 25.7MeV neutrons by 93Nb. They assume that the 
fraction of the incident flux that enters the Q-chain is given by the ratio of the bound to 
the total 2plh phase space. The resulting value of R is about 0.2, so this gives rather small 
MSC cross-sections and substantially higher MSD cross-sections. The P-chain flux that is not 
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65 MeV compared with multistep direct calculations with the triton pickup (full line) and alpha-particle knockout 
(dashed line) models. The knockout calculations were made with one step only (1) and with two steps (1 + 2) (Bonetti 
et al., 1989), 

emitted by the MSD process goes to the Q-chain and is emitted by the compound nucleus process. 
They estimate that these P to Q transitions account for about 60% of the total reaction cross- 
section at 14MeV. 

This estimate is far larger than the figure of 16% found earlier by Chadwick, but this is due to 
a change in the definition of a P- to Q-chain transition. In his early work the P- to Q-chain 
transitions were those taking place from the first few steps of the Q-chain, as shown in Fig. 30. In 
the later work, Chadwick and Young include the substantial flux remaining in the P-chain after 
MSD emission, and so obtain a much larger figure. It is thus important to make this distinction 
when discussing P- to Q-chain transitions. 
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3.6. Alpha-particle reactions 

The Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin  multistep direct theory has also been used to calculate (~, ~') 
and (p, 0~) cross-sections to continuum states. Bonetti et al. (1984) analysed the 9°Zr(Qt, 0() reaction 
at 140 MeV to the continuum and found that good fits can be obtained to the angular distributions 
for residual nucleus excitation energies from 10 to 60MeV by taking account only of the 
interaction between the incoming alpha particles and preformed alpha particles on the surface of 
the target nucleus. The normalisation of the calculations to the data gave values of the alpha 
clustering probability around 0.1, in accord with the results of other analyses in that mass region. It 
was not possible to fit the data with a standard distorted wave Born approximation calculation 
taking into account only the interaction with the target nucleons. The contributions of these two 
processes to the angular distribution corresponding to an excitation energy of 10 MeV are shown 
in Fig. 31. 

The (p, ~) reaction can take place either by the triton pickup or by the alpha knockout 
processes, and it is difficult to distinguish between them because they often give the same 
angular distribution. The analysing power sometimes provides more discrimination, and 
calculations by Bonetti et al. (1989) using the multistep direct theory showed that at high 
energies the reaction to the continuum proceeds primarily by the knockout mechanism, as shown 
in Fig. 32. 

4. Conclusion 

The multistep reaction theory of Feshbach et al. (1980) has now been used to analyse a wide 
range of experimental data. This work was described for the multistep compound process in the 
previous review (Bonetti et al., 1991) and for the multistep direct process in the present review, and 
establishes the theory as a comprehensive and reliable method of calculating the cross-sections of 
many reactions. It is computationally simpler than the theories of Tamura et al. (1982) and of 
Nishioka et al. (1989) and since it seems to fit the experimental data equally well, is to be preferred 
for practical calculations. 

During the last few years both the experimental data and the methods of analysis have greatly 
improved, so that it is now possible to specify the parameters of the theory with some confidence. 
In general the optical model and level density parameters may be obtained from other work, 
leaving only the strength Vo of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction to be adjusted to 
optimise the fit to the data. It is now fairly well established that the same 11o suffices for both 
the multistep compound and the multistep direct reactions, and that it falls exponentially with 
increasing energy in the same way as the real part of the nucleon optical potential. In the case of 
proton inelastic scattering there is evidence that Vo falls with increasing target mass. It is at present 
rather less certain that the same Vo fits proton and neutron inelastic scattering, (p, n) and (n, p) 
reactions. 

There are considerable differences between the estimates of the multistep compound and 
multistep direct contributions to reactions to which both contribute, and these will have to be 
resolved before much can be said in a quantitative way about the magnitude of the P- to Q-chain 
transitions. 
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At higher energies there is evidence of multiparticle emission, and preliminary calculations 
indicate (Chadwick, 1993) that this can be understood by an extension of the multistep direct theory. 

All this work refers to nucleon reactions, so there is considerable interest in extending the theory 
to include other emitted particles and incident projectiles. Calculations by Oblo2insk~ and 
Chadwick (1990) have shown that multistep compound gamma emission can account for some of 
the (n, ~) cross-section, and it remains to be shown that the multistep direct process can account for 
the remainder. The cross-sections for the emission of alpha particles, deuterons, tritons and other 
composite particles, together with the whole field of reactions initiated by such particles, consti- 
tutes an extensive field for future investigation. 
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Appendix by M.B. Chadwick 

The Y functions in multistep compound processes 
In this appendix we give expressions for the accessible phase spaces ( Y functions) for transitions 

in the multistep compound process. While these functions are not of direct relevance to multistep 
direct processes, there exists a certain amount of confusion about them in the literature, due to 
either errors in derivations or in the typesetting of the formulae. The Y-functions are a critical 
component to any multistep compound calculation and thus we think it useful to collect together 
the various expressions, and point out where errors exist in other works. 

All FKK analyses to date have used equidistant single particle levels to determine particle-hole 
state densities (also known as "partial level densities"). The well-known formula of Williams (1971 t 
provides the basis for determining the state densities, but it must be restricted so that only bound 
single-particle states are included in accordance with the FKK assumption that the MSC chain 
includes only bound configurations. Of course a restriction on the hole excitations also exists that 
they cannot have energies exceeding the Fermi energy - though in practice this restriction can be 
ignored since it only influences the state densities for incident energies greater than the sum of the 
Fermi energy and the binding energy, where MSC processes are negligible. Bearing this in mind, 
the following points can be made about Y functions in the literature. 
l. The Y functions were first presented by FKK. These were based on equidistant single-particle 

states, but did not include the restriction that only bound configurations be included. Also, as 
was first pointed out by Herman et al. (1984) the An = + 2 (increase in the number of excitons 
by two) process due to particle scattering should not be included because of the bound state 
restriction. 

2. In 1985, Stankiewicz et al. (1985) derived Y functions that satisfy the bound-state-only require- 
ment and that do not include the forbidden particle-scattering An -- + 2 transition. These are 
exactly the functions needed for multistep compound calculations. However, their Eq. (17) has 
an error in it, as pointed out by Oblo~insk~ (1986). 
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3. In 1986 Oblo~.insk~, developed expressions for Y functions in an equidistant model in which 
both restrictions to particle and hole excitations are included. These are, therefore, the most 
general expressions for Y functions, even though in practice the hole-depth limitations are not 
important, as mentioned above. Oblo~.insk~,'s treatment had the added advantage that the 
notation he introduced considerably simplified the formulae. Expressions for the Y functions in 
which only particle restrictions are included can be easily obtained from his expressions by 
taking the limit to infinity of the Fermi energy. Some errors were noticed in this paper by 
K. Sato, G.M. Field and M.B. Chadwick: Eqs. (16), (18) and (20) have mistakes in them, and 
Fig. 3 has an error in it. 

4. The article on multistep compound emission by Bonetti et al. (1991) (which complements the present 
multistep direct report), has an error in the Y function in Eq. (3.29). See the errata paper (1992). 

5. The paper by Oblo~.insk~, and Chadwick (1990) on multistep gamma ray emission processes 
contains correct Y functions (with bound-state restrictions) for both nucleon and gamma-ray 
emission. 
Below we present the Y functions that are obtained in an equidistant single-particle model with 

bound-state restrictions. See Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 of Bonetti et al. (1991) for the notation. The three 
emission Y functions are given by (Oblo~.insk~, and Chadwick, 1990). 

93 ~'(~(U- E + 2B)[  
YT""(U) - coB(p, h, E)[  2(n - 2) (U - E + 2B)coB(p -- 2, h, U"-2), 

coB(p _ 2, h, [E - 2B]"-1) coB(p _ 2, h, U"-1)-] + J n - 1  n - 1  

B cOB(p -- 1, h -- 1, un-2)~ 
+ I n - - 2  

g3 cOB(p, h -  1, U")  
Y~"+ 2 (U)  = 2coB(p, h, E)  n(n - 1) 

Y~"-2(U) = coB(p _ 2, h - 1, U)coB(2 ' 1, E - U) 
coS(p, h, E) 

for a residual nucleus energy of U. The damping Y function is given by 

g4 {coB(p, h -  1, E"+I) - cOB[p, h -  1, (E - -B)  "+1] 
Y2=2coB(p, h, E) " ( n -  1)n(n+ 1) 

+ 
c o S ( p -  1, h, E "+1) - c o S [ p _  1, h, ( E - B )  "+1] - B c°B [ p -  1, h, (E - B)"] 

( n -  1)n(n + 1) ( n -  1)n 

B2con[p  - 1, h, (E - B)"-I]~ 
1 

2(n- I) J 

(A1) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

In the above expressions the density of p-particle h-hole states is taken from an equidistant 
single-particle model, with the particles restricted to energies below the binding energy B 

(A4) 
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(Stankiewicz et al., 1985; Oblo~inskj~, 1986). 

on(p, h, E ) -  • ( - -  1) i (E  - -  Z I  - -  A p h  - -  i B ) " - I O ( E  --  A - Avh -- iB) 
p ! h ! ( n  - 1)!i=o 

(A5) 

where g is the single-particle level density, A the pairing energy, and Aph is the Pauli-blocking 
function. The theta-function is unity if its argument is positive, and zero otherwise. In the above 
equations we also use the notation of Oblo2insk2~ (1986) 

o~B(p, h, E "+n) - p ! h , ( n  g " -  1 ) ! i = o ~ ( - - 1 ) i l P t ( E - A - - A p h - i B ) n + H o ( E - A - - A p h - - i B )  

(A6t 

which should be used when the exponent n + H # p + h - 1. This notation simplifies the analytic 
expressions for the Y functions which involve integrations of Eq. (A5). 
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